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Russian Boy, Jumbo, the king of ele
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appearance. This paint protects any outside surface
The local clam is the Mya Arenaria
ory of Major Ralph R. Ulmer, who I
phants; and the $300,000 sacred white Feyler p, M. Sawyer lb, Stone 2b.
or sand clam. In different localities
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elephant. And the admission to all Felt 3b, L. Sawyer ss, Grafton If, it presents very different aspects.
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Made by the makers of MONARCH PAINT
circus had gone. In the issue of Chaples 2b 3b, Oney 3b McPhee ss, ter. There Is a tremendous difference Major Ralph W. Brown, Grand Mar Camp, S.W.V. and Mrs. Ella Hyland,
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and
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“The latter part of last week the early season and fanned 10 men in
The procession now wended its
approach of Barnum was heralded by the five innings he worked. Thom fellows with lovely soft shells dug on grand marshal, Lieut. S. E. Willard. way back to the Grand Army
Loud's
Island
or
Harbor
Island.
Fifty
TEL. 745-W
ROCKLAND, ME.
the influx of sundry street venders, aston did things to Freeman, his suc of these fine fellows will make a peck U.S.A. as chief of staff, Capt. R. F. premises where exercises were held Rev. G. H. Welch, Whose Address
who sold solid gold rings and pins, cessor. in the sixth inning, but after and the meat is white and tender. Saville and Lieut. Warren Feyler in in this order: Music by the Band,
Was Greatly Enjoyed
54-59
that failed to score.
Loud’s Island clams are locally fam command of the divisions, and Wil prayer by Rev. W. S. Rounds, reading
worth $10 each, for ten and fifteen
The real feature of the game was ous.
cents each. Saturday evening a little the tremendous home run hit made
liam R. Hoffses as adjutant, the
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soul is fixed. The years may pass.
tanglefoot made evident its presence by Gray, who is credited with only
parade got underway at the appoint
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a
boy
a
two
bagger
as
he
forgot
to
touch
on our streets in a few insignificant
ed hour, moving southward on Union
chained in Siberian mines, or wear
third in the excitement. A splendid and three of us would take a dory
the bonds of sin, yet one heart song
disturbances.
running catch by McCarty of Con with three pairs of oars and as soon street to Pleasant, down Pleasant to
of humanity forever is an emancipa
‘‘Sunday morning people began to don’s liner was another thrill.
as the ice was out of Medomak River Main, and up through the city’s prin
tion song."
we’d row, early in the morning, to cipal thoroughfare, which was lined
ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF
This was the song of the heart that
Loud’s Island reaching there if possi
brought men to these shores. They
ble before low water. Those clams with automobiles and spectators as
worked out an imperfect form of
I seemed more delicious than any oth far as the eye could reach. The writ
realizing it. And with a tremendous
ers. The local clam is pretty good, er of this article, who has reported 35
strength of manhood at their comsteamed, dipped in butter and eaten
Corner Winter St. over Palmer’s Jewelry Store
without any particular reference to successive Memorial Day parades,
(Continued on Page Three)
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Our aim for our store is that it may be a homey store—one ® manners. A chowder is food for does not recall seeing a larger crowd
Gas-Oxygen and Novocain for painless fillings and
g
where you will feel right at home and at liberty to examine goods
kings or commons but the mess served on hand to watch a parade of this
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
extractions a specialty.
in city hotels and restaurants Is not character.
and a^k all the questions in regard to them you wish; also to
chowder.
Think
of
putting
tomatoes
park your purchases that you make while in town with us—make
That there were no mishaps of any
If I had to live my life again I would
into clam chowder!
Office hours 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.—Sat. 8 a. m. to 8 p. m.
have made a rule to read some poetry
us useful to yourself.
Clam stew is a close second to chow sort was due in a very large measure
and listen to some music at least once
der. Glams fried in batter are all to the excellent planning of City
a week
The loss nf these tastes Is a loM
Evenings By Appointment
Tel. Connection
KHAKI PANTS or SHIRTS ............................................ $1.00—$1.50
of happiness.—Charles Darwin
right, but clams rolled in crackpr Marshal Almon P. Richardson who
WORK SHIRTS ............................................................. 50c—75c—$1.00
64-66
crumbs and fried in deep fat, well,
I SAW GOD WASH THE WORLD
DRESS SHIRTS ........................................................ $1.00—$1.50—$1 9 >
only experience can do them justice. drove over the route at frequent in
I saw God wash the world last night
UNDERWEAR—SHIRTS and DRAWERS ........................ 50c—75c
Tridacna Gigas or giant clam thrives tervals to see that no cars were en
With Hts sweet showers on high.
RUNNING PANTS and SHIRTS ................................. 30c—39c—50c
in the tropics and is said to have the croaching upon it. He was ably
And then, when morning came I saw
UNION SUITS .................................................... 50c—75c—$1.00—$125
Him hang It out to dry.
largest shell known. The shell will
FANCY SWEATERS ................................................. $1.98—$2.75—$3.00
hold several gallons of water. They assisted in this important duty by
He
washed each tiny blade of grass
FOR BOYS
are used for baptismal fonts at times. Patrolmen Ingraham and ChristofAnd every trembling tree:
SHORTS in KHAKI, CRASH and Linen ...
.... 50c—79c—$1.00
He flung his showers against the hill,
Then there is the razor clam, as it ferson, Special Officers Hatch, RichKNICKERS .........................................................
......... $1.00—$1.50
• And swept the billowing sea.
is called from its shape. One occa ! ards, Drinkwater, Sellers. The force
Fruits & Syrups—Vortex Paper Cups—Glassware
Augustus
B.
Huntley,
Commander
of
UNION SUITS ....................................................
............... 50c—75c
sionally finds them along with the
The
white rose Is a cleaner white.
Winslow-Holbrook Post and Bass
Food Warmers—Electric Grills & Toasters
FANCY SWEATERS ..........................................
$1.00—$1.50—52.00
regular clam. They are tougher than was represented at the head of the
The red rose is more red.
Drummer
in
the
Drum
Corps
BATHING
SUITS
—
ALL
WOOL
..................
.........
$1.00
—
$1
50
Since God washed every fragrant face
| parade by Patrolmen Price, Achorn,
belt leather and about as tasty.
Booths—Coffee Urns—Restaurant Equip
And put them all to bed.
SHIRTS and BLOUSES ..................................
............ 79c—$ I. CO
When one reads of workers fighting Emery and McIntosh.
ment—Lowest Prices—Highest Qual
for
the
continuance
of
fancy
wages,
There's
not a bird; there's not a bee
Wash Suits for Children in the best line you ever saw. Come in
The line of march has appeared in of Gen. Logan’s Memorial Day order,
That wings along the way
ities—Free Delivery
resisting a cut to say, a dollar an hour
Lincoln's
Address
at
Gettysburg,
read
and let us prove it to you.
But
Is
a
cleaner bird and bee
one would like to put a clam hoe in ! preceding issues of this paper and
Than It was yesterday.
the workman's hands and introduce need not here be repeated. The dis- by Ernest Dolliver, necrology reports
I saw God wash the world last night.
him to these chaps who are doing the I tinctive feature, after one has paid by F. S. Philbrick for the Grand
Ah. would He had washed me
most exhausting work, exposed to the
Wholesale Distributors
62-T-Th-tr
Army.
E.
Howard
Crockett
for
the
As clean of all my dust and dirt
very worst weather for $3 a day and 'due tribute to the Civil War veter492 MAIN ST.
TEL. 260—W
ROCKLAND
As
that old white birch tree.
presenting a smiling face to. the world. ) ans, wap the splendid appearance Spanish War Veterans, and Augustus
—William L. Stldger.

CHASING THE CLAM

BARNUM’S LAST ROCKLAND VISIT
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Cyrus H. K. Curtis Reported Ill

ROCKLAND’S DUTY WELL DONE

DENTAL NOTICE

ROSE-ANNE LODGE

I

Bernier Studio

HOUSE
PAINT

$

1.99 Gallon

JOHN A. KARL & CO.

DR. DANA S. NEWMAN

New Dental Offices At 359 Main St., June 1

j

AYER'S

|

Soda Fountain Supplies & Equipment

'I

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.

\ WILLIS AYER j
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THOSE GLORIOUS SHIPPING DAYS

HOOVER AND ROOSEVELT

TnREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Me.. May 31, 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
►ho on oath declares that he ls Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Mav 28. 1932. there was printed a total of
6121 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.

When the Three Ports Of Thomaston Built More Ves
sels Than Any Other Port

Boston Herald Editorial Reviews the Outstanding Quali
ties Of the Two Men

We invite you to study’ the calibre already knew all this. We have
Editor of The Courier- Thomaston to New Orleans; he said ■
Gazette:—Mr. Reed in that they were running for the Hole j
of
two men, President Hoover and known it for months.
the Tuesday issue of, in the Wall, and miscalling an island, |
We were looking for leadership.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, through their
your paper was of the first thing they knew they were
Instead,
we discovered only the wan
great interest to me, running out of the water on a coral
SPECIAL
words printed in yesterday's Herald.
derings of a dreamer and the plati
and started many reef. She had a full cargo of hay.
Here we have the President of the tudes of high-school oratory. We
thoughts in my mind. so he said."
Memorial Day Sale
BUTLER IS NAMED
For instance, the
When we came to the name of the
United States, besieged by the enor were looking for a program that
Schooner Corvo. Seems ship Chimborazo, I took up the tale
mous responsibilities and duties of his wculd fit in with, or maybe even im
13 Plate
Rockland Judge Is Appointed A
to me that I was in and told of once coming from New
Member of Judicial Council By I
office, confronted with the stern prove, the constructive suggestions
terested in loading her Orleans in a barkentine. We were
Gov. Gardiner
up with lime, years strangers. I don’t think any one had
problem of setting forth in definite I of the President. Instead, we are
ago. I looked her up ever before seen the other of the six
torm recommendations which must forced to wade through the drivel of
Gov. Gardiner yesterday appointed i
in the register just of us forward. When we were getting
be enacted into law. Here we have a utopian. We wanted details. We
now and while the acquainted, as sailors usually do the
a Judicial Council to investigate, I
his chief rival for the presidency, got generalities. We wanted specific
particular
date
that
I
first
night,
I
W
’
as
asked
where
I
was
consider and recommend plans to
I was looking for wasn't at hand 1 from and told them. Thomaston. One
sunning on the warmth of his remedies applied to our present
90 Day Guarantee
improve judicial precedure, to expe learned that she was built in Thomas of the older men exclaimed:
Georgia health resort, also confront state. We got empty suggestions for
dite litigation and to increase the ton in eighteen hundred and thirty- i "Thomaston. Maine?"
efficiency of the various courts of the six! Geewhitaker what a bird she . "Sure," I answered.
ed with the opportunity of showing general ills.
State.
was to put lime into. However, as 1
; us the way out of our present ecoWe are asked to consider ‘‘more
"Did you ever hear of the ship
The Council is composed of Chief remember, she delivered it all right. Chimborazo?"
equitable distribution of national1
j nomic distress.
Justice William R. Pattangall arid I said that she was built in Thomas
"Certainly.”
From the President of the United income.” How are we going to in
Justice Sidney St. F. Thaxter of Su ton—she was, but in that part of it
"Do you know Capt. John Brown?"
preme Court; Justice James H. Hud- that was afterwards set off as Rock
] States we get a definite twelve point crease the reward of labor and de
"Sure thing, he lives down on Knox
so nand Arthur VChapman of Su land.
street."
i program, each one of which is crease the reward of capital? Speci
perior Court; Judges Walter H.
It is a matter almost of sorrow to
"Well. I swanny, after all these
directly applicable to the present fically, how? By legislation through I
Butler of Rockland and Wilford G. me that the present generation know years! Why, dy’re know’ I was ship
1 situation and capable of constructive Roosevelt leadership? How are we
Chapman of Portland; Leonard , so little of the former grandeur of , mates with
...... Captain Brown in ......
that
■ accomplishment From his -leading going to govern and restrain the
Pierce of Portland; Hiram Willard Knox County, and the part that she ship? My father and mother were
of Sanford; Walter V. Wentworth of p]ayed in the development of this cook and stewardess with him, and
Democratic opponent we get a mass speculative urge which is as old as
Old Town; KennethC. M Sills of i COuntry of ours. I was mightily had me along. I was small enough
Begins Sat. May 28th
of generalities out of which, strive as mar.? By adopting the government
Brunswick; and EdwinM.Hamlin
o. ; interested in that item of yours awhile to be under everybody's feet and wild
we will, we can interpret no specific of Soviet Russia?
Milo.
! ago in which you referred to it—only I to go aloft, and when nobody was
Ends Sat. June 4th
If, as Gov. Roosevelt told the col
conclusion. Mr. Roosevelt’s "fight----------------------------------- ! you failed; to go far enough. Didn't ; looking, up onto the sheer-pole I'd
------------------! let the eagle scream enough, in a climb, and how the Old Man when
; ing speech” to the class of 1932 of lege students, "true leadership calls
Will contributors whose ----news“ i manner Of speaking.
1 he'd see me would haze me down. He
Oglethorpe University seems a sopho- i for the setting forth of the objectives
issue,
j I wish that I could impress on the was so afraid something would hapetories fail to appear in this
moric exposition of the problems of . and the rallying of public opinions
minds of your readers the port ol pen to me. Don't this beat all creakindly attribute the omission to the Thomaston wears the credit of hav | tion!"
and supporting these opinions," his
Tel. 125)
G89 Main St.
the day.
Then says Jim: "What year was the
audience must have been bewildered
double holiday. The Thursday paper ing built more vessels than any other
We
did
not
need
to
be
told
that
we
83-65
port in the country. The reason for bark Oneco built in Warren?” I
' are facing a desperate situation. We whether to face to the front or to
will print this omitted matter in full. that of course was the fact that looked, it up and told him. "Well," he
did not need to be told that all is the rear. There is neither head nor
.
77
„ I Thomaston, in the old days, consisted said, "the day that she warped down
"A Rcjjal Spark and "The Rector, of jfSe]f and Rockland and South by our place, I was playing on the Woodcock fanned. Hopkins up again I not right with the world. We did not , tail to what he has offered us. After
the plays which are to be given Wed- ■ Thomaston. which both began build- logs in Copeland brook, with
the j grounded out to Henderson on first. : need to be told that the capitalistic ’ reading these two speeches^there renesday in the Methodist vestry at 8 jng very early and kept it up very other boys, and fell in That was the ; vinalhaven started the second inn - ; form of government, if you choose main only the twelve conclusive
p. m., promise to be most interesting late. This was when the country beginning of my seafaring career. 1
. '
...
.....
j ing where it left off in the first, get- was facing its severest test. We did 1 points of the Hoover program.
In the cast of "A Royal Spark. Carol was growing its fastest, and also ves- was six years old.
"I remember another vessel was ’-ing five hits including two doubles, | not need to be told, in general terms, j Against these there is the absolute
Gardner, Charles Ellis, Donna de- J se]s were built and sold to the foreignRochemont,
Carolyn
McAllister, i, ers. Somehow
builders, built and hauled down about a year which with some Thomaston mis- j that something must be done. We zero of Gov. Roosevelt's contribution,
----------- or
-- other
------ the
—---------Stanley
Quinn, Gladys Strout‘ ‘ TVl
and
_ 's
n I hereabouts
Z xl could always find a market, later, and that the men left her as
Stanley
Gay.
Presenting "Thc
My father often times used to tell the tide turned, at anchor above the plays accounted for five more runs.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Rector” this cast is offered: Helen : of a year in the 'fifties, when an toll bridge, and that another boy, Ifemey was relieved by Perry in the ,
deRochemont, Ruth Marston, Esther . exceptionally large number of full- Willis Jordan, and myself went ott rnidst of this rally. Vinalhaven
Chapman, Julia Maloney, Mary j rigged ships were built on this river to her in a punt and clambered
h
in the flfth ‘and
Stockbridge. Hazel Vasso, Charles St. Georges. At that time shipbuild aboard, as boys will—or used to.” i
t
. r
Well. Mr. Editor, times for a fact then landed on Perry in the sixth for But Those Federals Certainly Knew A Whole Lot About
Ellis. Both of these plays are ing was a large industry in the town
coached under capable direction ol of Warren.
are changed as far as navigation is five more. Two more were added in
Friend Jim spent the evening with concerned. I have always thought ot the seventh and one in the eighth.
Miss Mary Pike.
Toppling the Thin Sticks
me a while aeo and as we spoke pt myself as a Western Ocean sailor, and
Thomaston
did
not
play
up
to
its
NATHAN
this I got cut “ Squire Eaton's booiA." along comes our friend Hatch and tells
The bowlers representing the Coast Bray, 90.67; Benovitch, 90.67; Brewer,
| For The Courier-Gazette I
and looked it up. We found it was me that I am a "Packet Rat What usual standard, making 12 errors.
Verge made a nice running catch and | Guard Cutter Kickapoo carried off 77;
Corrigan,
87.3;
Chisholm,
Yes. she had the biggest funeral we ever the year 1856 in Warren, ships Byzan do you know about that?
witnessed here;
Pardner.
Henderson did well at first. White percentage honors in the Knox 87.67: Carver. 87; Dwyer, 86.5; Deering
The haouse was full, for everybody came tine and M. R. Ludwig, also three
barks; in Thomaston, ships Barnabas
Thomaston, May 28,
from fur and near
made a great foul catch. Middleton County Bowling League, just closed, 82.8; Delano, 86.7; Dowling, 73; Felt,
And Nathan seemed baowed down with Webb. Joseph G.lchrest, J. Morton.
grief, he didn't lift his head.
held his opponents to three scattered but the Federals led the ice-breakers 89.5; Feyler. 81.3; Farr, 89; FreeWilliam Singer, Marquette, Aldanah.
Nor didn't seem to hear a word that any
Mary
O'Brien
and
James
Colley;
also
hits and struck out 17. Only one 1509 points in total pinfall. Thom- man,"87.5; Heath, 83; Hinckley. 86.67;
body said.
one brig and a bark. Thus there
earned run has been made of! Vinal- aston had exactly the same pinfall Huntley, 87; Hanson, 91.5; Hapworth,
And I don't daoubt he felt real bad. for were ten full-rigged ships built on the
haven this season.
as the "Kick" boys, but did no better 86; Hodgkins, 78.3; House, 97; Jacobs,
Jane had been his wife
Georges
Rives
in
the
year
1856.
The
For almost twenty-seven years, or more
Thomaston’s three runs in this than land seventh. A.&P. was only 93.67; Jameson, 93.3; Knight, 77;
largest ship built in Warren was the
than half his life.
He had sech loads and stacks of fiaowers Telemon, I said, “and my Uncle
gams came in on errors “Stivie" was one pin behind the Texacos but fin- Lufkin, 97.5; Libby, 86; Lindsey, 81.6;
a standln' all abaout
on hand with his megaphone and a Ished eighth. Here is the final Mastasen. 97.67; Martin, 89.C7; Moody,
A body'd almost thought he'd bought Joseph Burgess was master of her
when she was lost on Florida Keys.”
some city florist aout.
crowd of loyal rooters from the home standing of the 27-game schedule
83.67: Murphy. 83.34; McDonald, 86.8
"Sure." says Jim, “I remember that
There was stars and craowns ar.d "gates I had a man with me once who said
PF. [Marshall, 89.6; McCarty, 79.7; Meof
Knox.
The
Island
fans
turned
out
ajar." but what folks all liked best
37.943 ; Kenney. 97.9; Morey, 78.2; Mitchell,
Kickapoo,
Was a plller made of white, with purple that as a boy, on his first voyage, he
in large numbers as usual.
was in the ship Telemon, bound from
letters spellin' "REST."
39,452 ; 88; Norton, 88; Newbert, 96.3; R.
Much regret was expressed by Federals,
Waal, 'twas han'some. but I knew it
37,660 Perry, 89.5; Rogers, 91.6; Richardson,
must have cost an awful lot.
Vinalhaven fans that this was Boiler Makers,
77
And I sort of wondered at It. for you see
37.200 89 34; Raye. 87.67; H. Snow, 85;
“Stivie’s” last trip to the Island as Texacos,
I ain’t forgot
36.850 1 Shields, 101.67; Smith, 94.64; Small,
Thomaston’s coach. The Islanders Burpee Furniture, 64
the time 1 went to visit them, and found
36.644 88.67; Talbot, 81.67; Thornton, 88;
his wife ln tears
vote him an Al sport and a fighter Perr-Vs Market’ 63
A trlmmin' up the flrst new hat she'd
37,943 Trey, 76.67; Thomas, 94; Valley,
Defeating Thomaston In Saturdays Game It Has All But from the word go. Everybody there Thomaston,
had ln seven years.
37.199 96.34; Willard, 88 67; D. Young. 88.3.
And when I questioned her she went and
wishes
him
the
best
of
luck
and
many
A
&
p
••
53
brought for me to see
Wen Another Championship
36.709 Leighton, 94 6.
SomP velvet pansy flaowers that looked
baseball pennants at Ellsworth.
Barbers,
as iiat'ral as could bc
35,599
Gulf Refining,
The score:
And she said that Nathan groaned and
EAGLE
game was not especially interesting—
The Kerrrining Games
Vinalhaven
growled, an' jawed for haours an'
Bowlers who took part in more than
nor
could
it
be
with
that
score,
haours.
ab r bh tb po ( e 30 strings had these records
Wednesday—Rockland at Thomas
Because he said she'd "paid too much for
A son was born at Knox Hospital
them air velvet flaowers."
2 4 2
Hopkins, ss ........ 5
ton; Camden at Newcastle; Vinalha i The statistics:
1
Pinfall
PC. May 18 to Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert C.
Naow them flowers cost two dollars, an’
Rockland Hign
Coombs, cf ........ 6
ven at St. George.
101.45 Gove—the little one has been named
0 oay ...................
4,261
I didn't think twas dear.
For she wore 'em jest live winters—that
100 08 Wilbert Charles Gove, Jr. Mother
Friday—Thomaston at Newcastle.
ab r bh tb po a e Guilford,2b ...... 5
0
French
......................
6.005
made forty cents a year.
99.1 and son are both doing fine.
C. Carr ....................... 7,732
Saturday—Vinalhaven at Camden; Paladino, ss ..... 6
1 White, c ........ 5
Frank Bracey is doing tractor
99.
And I knew that plller must have cost a
Dudley
.......................
11,578
St. George at Rockland.
0 Young, rf .......... 4
Lacrosse. 2b ....
clean five dollar hill.
98.2 plowing for E. C. Quinn.
Rackliff ..................... 7.662
And Jane couldn't even see it. for she
Wednesday (June 8)—Vinalhaven Flanagan, p, c
Arey, rf ............ 2
Fourteen neighbors met at Ihe
98.
Gardner ................... 9,705
laid there, cold an’ still.
home of E. L. Carver on the evening
96.
Lyford, lb ........ 6
Folan ......................... 7,492
And when I went to look at her I started vs. Lincoln Academy at Rockland Allen, cf, lb ..... 3
back, amazed.
96.
of May 25, deposited two may0 F. Black .................... ♦ 326
Middleton, p ..... 4
An' then I took another look, and won (two games, first commencing at 2 MeAlary. lb. p
95.7 baskets, and there passed a very
n
Drinkwater
.........
’
....
7.752
dered as I gazed.
o'clock).
Bickford. If ....... 5
Mazzeo, If, cf ..
95.7 ■ pleasant social time. Music was fur
, T. Perry .................... 7.464
Woodcock, 3b
6
95.47 nished by Mr. Webster and Mr. ColFor he'd gone and bought a white silk
Thomas, 3b ....
1 I Philbrook ................ 7,733
dress! I never knew before
94.8 bsth, violin, Mrs. J. H. Quinn, organ,
Gardner, rf, If
The League Standing
That Jane was really han'some. but I .
94.75
and Robert Bracey, harmonica.
Shute
.........................
13.655
sensed It more an' more
48 16 20 24 27
Whitmore, c ....
94.4 1 Earl Brown and Wilbert Gove went
As I stood an' wondered at It all. for ' Vinalhaven is again on the top
Rogall ......................... 7.363
Thomaston
Karl,
rf
..........
Jane had always seemed
I
.
,
... .....
93.6 trawling recently and got a good
Ames ........................... 6.458
So tired an' faded lookin' that I never rung of the ladder, With little pros93 45 catch of haddock and cod.
ab r bh tb po
Lawry ......................... 7.850
even dreamed
I pect that it will be dislodged this
934
Auld ........................... 3.924
43 21 18 30 27 10 3 Morgan, rf ....... 4 12 3 0
Haow clothes could change a body's' season. The big fight now seems to
93.
Daris .......................... 2,789
Grafton, c ........ 4 0 0 0 7
Lincoln Academy
looks; an' then I wondered why
___
RrwVlnnri
93.
Howard ..................... 6,990
He hadn't dressed her up like that he- be for second place, with Rockland
ab r bh tb po a e Feyler, 2b ....... 2 10 0 3
92.9
Brault ......................... 5.848
fore she came to die.
meeting Thomaston, at Thomaston,
92.7
And then I left the room, and went her
0 0 0 2
Reed, If ............ 4 0 1 1 2 0 0 Simmons, 3b. 4
Simmons ................... 8.261
tomorrow. The standing:
lonely spaouse to seek,
92.74
Beaton
.......................
5.286
Ifemey,
p,
cf
....
3
0
112
E
’
liott,
c
............
3
1110
3
0
For Nathan’s my twin brother, an’ I had ,
I,
92.
Nye
...............
3.034
a right to speak.
vv
0 Johnson, If ..... 3 0 0 0 1
Nelson, ss ........ 4 0
91.76
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
Sukeforth ................. 2,753
_
Vinalhaven
5
0 Henderson, lb .. 3 0 0 0 5
And I a«ked him haow he couldafford
Plummer, lb
91.7
Dickinson ................. 7.698
to spend hismoney so,
Thomaston ........ b
0 , Verge, cf ......... 0 0 0 0 1
91.53
J. McLoon ................. 7.963
G. Hall, rf
An' buy so many flowers an'things, to n„H,nrt
6
spread an' make a show.
KOCKiana
91.
Clarke ....................... 8.470
0 Perry, p, cf ...... 4 0 0 0 1
JOHNNY APPLESEED
R
Hall,
cf
.........
3
He sort of looked at me as If he hadn't Lincoln .............. 2
91.
H. Crockett ............... 5,184
0 Anderson, ss...... 1 0 0 0 1
understood.
!„
. „
9
Hatch, p.........
909
Benner .........-.............. 7,360
And then he said. Why. sister Ruth. I'd Cainden
z
BELOVED legend of our days
0 Keefe, ss ......... 0 10 0 1
Tukey. p, cf ...
90.6
Dickins ....................... 7,064
spend more. If I could.
; gj George .......... 1
of weestward expansion Is the
0
|
Clinton,
ss
.........
2
0
0
0
0
90.5
B. McLoon................. 6,244
Merrifield, 2b
"You look as tf you thought I'd done It
story of Jonathan Chapman, known
90.8
Greeley
.......................
5,995
all for jest effect.
Simmons, 3b .
_j
30 3 3 4 24
to every settler along the Pennsyl
90.
But I done It jest to show my W’lfe affec
Rockland 21, Lincoln 4
7 12 Abbott ....................... 7,010
vania anil Ohio frontier, and in
tion and respect."
898
Schofield
...................
7.534
Says he. "I'll never find no one my
much literature since, as Johnny Ap32 4 6 6 24 12 ! J Vinalhaven .. 4 5 0 0 1
89.3
x—10 ■ Schellinger ............... 7.227
When a High School team hits for
Janie's place to fill."
89.
pleseed. It was Ids life mission to
And then says I. sarcastic like, "I hope a total of 30 bases something is go Rockland
62600700 x—21 Thomaston .. 00000200 1_ 3 R. Young ................... 2.667
89.
you never willI”
plant along tiie paths newly hewn
Two-base Tjits, Guilford, Bickford, Fogg ........................... 7.485
Lincoln ......... 00020100 1—4
ing to happen. Rockland High did
88 67 into the wilderness apple trees to
Gross ......................... 6,360
Morgan.
Three-base
hit,
Hopkins.
I didn't say no more Jest then. I felt a3
Two-base hits, Lacrosse, MeAlary,
88.
Willis ......................... 6.079
give welcome shade and refreshing
If I ought
I just that thing Saturday and defeatWhitmore. Three-base hits, Pala Bases on balls, off Middleton 5, off Cavanaugh .....u........ 6.561
87.5
To take some other time and place to
fruit to tiie hordes to come. He
tell him what I thought.
j ed Lincoln Academy by the top-heavy dino. Mazzeo. Thomas. Home run, Ifemey 2, off Perry 2. Struck out, Melvin ....................... 7,074
87.34 wns an eccentric figure, surely, with
But I couldn't help a thlnkin' if poor
87.1
Jane could jest have heard
score above shown The attack was Paladino. Bases on balls, off Mc- by Middleton 17, by Ifemey 4, by Woodcock ................. 4.181
sacks of apple seeds salvaged each
85.6
When Nathan called her "Janie." how i
Perry 4. Hit by pitcher. Johnson. Campbell ................... 5.119
nutumn from the cider mills, but
her pulses would have stirred!
led by the festive Libby Paladino, who Alary, 1, off Tukey 4. Struck out, by
81.7
the small boys of the frontier re
Middleton 2. Umpires, Shields and
..... 7.ZZ’.Z'. 3,247
81.2
Flanagan,
6.
by
MeAlary
5,
by
Tukey,
And she almost worshipped flaowers, but not satisfied with his single and triple
garded him too highly to mock at
Walker.
Scorer,
B.
Lyford.
while she lived, and knew
The League is indebted to Assistant him and even the Indians esteemed
7. by Hatch 1. Hit by pitcher, Flana
She had no time for gardenin’ with all hit the ball so far afield that he was
Manager Hanson foi; the season's him, allowed him to wander at will
gan, Plummer. Umpires. Flanagan of
her work to do.
So that piller seemed a mockery, for long able to make the complete circuit, and Rockland and Hall of Damariscotta.
averages
as they appear. The success unmolested and made it possible for
BIG
FIVE
LEAGUE
as she could stir
From early morn till late at night there was restrained with difficulty from Scorer, Winslow.
of the League was largely due to him more than once to give the
wa’nt no ‘ rest” for her.
going around a second time. La
South Thomarton climbed back into Messrs. Gardner and Mayo. assLsted alarm for an impending attack.'
Johnny Appleseed was bom ln
Sence I’ve lived upon this earthly sphere crosse and Flanagan also hit safely
a tie for flrst place Sunday by defeat by Mr. Hanson, who, although a new
Vinalhaven
1C,
Thomaston
3
I’ve allers heard It said
ing the Dragons at Thomaston while comer to this city, has made many Springfield, Mass., in 17(18, son of
That it’s only right and proper to speak three times, while doubles were
Vinalhaven High decisively defeat Rockville was winning its first game
a 'Revolutionary veteran and a
kindly of the dead.
turned in by four other members of
friends and is capable of holding his graduate of Harvard. lie traveled
Naow I hold 'tain’t no ways decent to
ed
Thomaston High on the Island of the season from Whitehead. Ham
the team And it was not an especial
neglect ’em when they’re here.
alainen again s arted for Rockville own with the average bowler. Al- for a time In Virginia as a SwedenAnd praise 'em when they’re dead an’ ly favorable day for batting, either. Saturday, nicking two pitchers for a
, , „„ ,
. . an(1 this tlme was complete master i though the season has scarcely ended borgian missionary, and later with
gone, an' cry. an’ call ’em ’’Dear.”
give his ipim their iplans
,
,
The sixth inning was an especial total of 20 hits and 16 runs. The first of
firstWhitehead
win TOetostanding
are , ,
discussed. for
another his brother joined tlie tide of migra
I’ve seen folks carry flowers afore to [ ly strenuous one. with Rockland mak- man up Captain Hopkins tripled to
senseless lumps of clay
p
ct
league
and
several
new
ideas
are in tion west of tlie Alleghanies. One
W
That when alive was driven round and in„ two singles, two doubles, a triple right to start the opening rally
version of tlie legend lias it that he
.750 ! the making.
South Thomaston ........... 3
scolded night an’ day.
n
When jest one blossom given with a and a home run. It served as a iare- Coombs fanned. Guilford got on by Whitehead
.7*0 | Those who bowled 30 strings or less combined In liis wanderings his*
tender, lovin' word
philanthropic purpose with a vain
youwell for one Mr. Tukey, whose error, Hcpkins scoring on the same. Dragons ............................ 2
Would have set the livin' woman heart
sts had ^ese averages:
search for a lost sweetheart from
place in the box for the remainder of White walked. Young singled, filling Pirates
to slngin' like a bird.
333 Atkinson, 78; L. Alley. 89.1; Arm- whom he had been separated when
Kickapoo
the
bases.
This
put
the
issue
up
to
the
game
was
taken
by
Hatch.
The
So. apeak kindly to the livin' ones, do
Rockville
.250 strong, 83.8; Allen, 85.6; Beach. 73; she and lier family joined one of the
for 'em while we may,
latter allowed but one hit in two Lyford. Coach Patrick ordered the
first expeditions to the west.
For when they're dead they can’t be hurt
squeeze play. Guilford started from
innings.
by nothin' we can say
'i.owever that may be, it was nt
Tomorrows games, Pirat»s vs. South
And when we want to "show respect' to
EDWIN L. SCARLOTT Pittsburgh, then a mere cluster of
Flanagan pitched five innings, and third with the pitch. Lyford laid Thomaston at South Thomaston;
friends so dear an' true
log cabins, that Johnny Appleseed
Lea do It while they're here, alive so was replaced by MeAlary. who per down a perfect bunt, beating the Whitehead vs. Kickapeo at Rockland;
they'll enjoy it too.
Osteopathic Physician
wag struck hv the absence of fruit
mitted only two hits in four innings. threw to first. White scored on a Rockville vs. Dragons, at Thomaston.
trees and commenced tlie life work
And It comes a go »l deal cheaper, after
Aside from the batting pyrotechnics wild throw, Lyford going to second.
which gave him his name. .Jle died
Tel. 126
Tlie
report
or
the
South
Thomas
For it casts a heap oi money to "respect" and a very nice play by Merrifield, Middletdn was hit by the pitcher.
Opp. Pos offic} near Fort Wayne, Ind., In 1847.
ton-Dragons game will appear in 35 Limerock St.
folks—when they re dead
the Lincoln second baseman, the Bickford singled, scoring Young. Thursday’s issue.
Cd, 1833. Western Newspaper L'nluo.)
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Adelia F. Veazie.

Sherwin-Williams
© PAINT HEADQUARTERS

A GENUINE BARGAIN

And whatsoever we ask, we receive
of him, because we keep his comn andinents. and do those things
that are pleasing in his sight.—I
John 8:^2.

BATTERIES

Sea View Garage

SWP
1.

You're money ahead on three counts when SWP

protects your house:

It costs less to PAINT.

2.

SWP wears longer,

3.

And keeps looking belter longer.

Who was Who?

A

J

-

SWP House Paint—Outside Gloss White per gallon.

$3.5(

I'SE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS QIAUTY BRIJSHBS
FOR BEST PAINTING BESILTS

Paint that Porch Floor Today!
Why? Thc porch is so conspicuous—everybody sees it. S-W PORCH AND
DECK PAIN1 will make it clean—dirt accumulates on a shabby porch and the
lamily tracks it into the house. Keep the repairman away—A coat ol Porch and
Deck Paint today will make the house look 100 per cent oetter.

.9*.

b-W Porch and Deck Paint, per qt......................................................

FREE “Joy of Color” decorative booklet aa
offered in Sherwln-Williams program “Keep
ing Up With Uaugbter” over NIM red network
stations every Wednesday morning.

KITCHEN

CLOSIDOR
4J/2” deep—71” high
Attached to a door ir
your kitchen, this Closidor holds in one con
venient place all youi
cleaning articles anc
accessories, such at
brooms, mops, brushes
Special clamps hold
longhandled utensils se
curely in place. Hooks
are provided for smallei
brushes, dust pans, etc
Shelves for packaged
and bottled cleaners.

KICKAPOO KOPS THE KUP

VINALHAVEN IN FIRST PLACE

*

$15
Installed

ff. H. GLOVER & CO.
453 MAIN STREET
TEL. 14

ROCKLAND

irararamaragiziaiajarafafajBmaiaiamBjgiaiaraiararamBreiamamzn
Ford has placed an eight-cylinder
The red stripes in a barber’s po
car on the market. Lizzie, meet we are told, originally meant that ,
Octavia.—Thomaston Times.
! performed the operation known, J
1 bleeding. We see no reason why
These seem to be the days of the barber should have taken his dovij
minor profits. — Thomaston (Ga.) j —The Humorist.

THE

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
OFFERS

600 Shares Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock
A Home Company and Local Investment
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
February, May, August and November 1st. Callable
as a whole or in part at $ 105 a share.
The Public Utilities Commission of Maine under
order dated May 2, 1932, has authorized proceeds of
the sale of this issue to be used for the purpose of:
(a) Paying its notes payable, proceeds from
which were used for the construction of additions,
extensions, improvements and betterments of ita
plant; and of

(b) Reimbursing its treasury for moneys ex
pended in the acquisition of property and for the
construction, extension and improvement of its
facilities, and which actually were expended from
income or from other moneys in the treasury of the
corporation not secured by or obtained from the
issue of stocks, bonds, notes or other evidences of
indebtedness of the corporation.

This stock, issued under the approval of the
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.

Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rockland,
Maine.

CAMDEN -ROCKLAND WATER CO
62-tf
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ROCKLAND’S DUTY WELL DONE

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
June 2—Annual meeting of the BPW
Club at the Country Club.
June 2—Rockport High School gradua-*
tion.
June 3—Rockport schools close.
June 3—Waldoboro High School gradu-1
atlon.
■«
June 4—I. O. O. P. district meeting ln
Rockland.
June 8 — Thomaston High School
graduation.
June 9-13—Commencement at Uni- j
versity of Maine.
June 10—Rockland schools close.
|
June 10-13—Bates College commence
ment.
June 10-13—Colby College 111th com
mencement.
;
June 11—At Port Knox, dedication of
Waldo-Hancock Bridge.
June 11—Limerock Valley Pomona
Grange meets ln Vinalhaven.
June 13-10—Grand Army and allied
hodles hold Encampment Week at Rock>und.

Continued From Page One)

Compare These Prices
29x4.40 ................................ S3.48
29x4.50 ......... *....................
3.75
30x4.50 ................................
3.85
28x4.75 ................................
4.25
30x5 ...................................... 14.95

WEATHER

Perfect weather for the holiday
weekend added immeasurably to the
day’s observance. The many homecomers found our countryside looking
its loveliest, the lilacs now coming to
the fore as the apple blossoms fall.
There is a great need of a good rain
fall but continued fair is forecast for
tomorrow'. This morning was 55 at
8 o'clock, wind southwest.

32x6 ................................... 24.85
600x20 ...................................

15.98

BOYS
A SPECIAL FOR YOU
Pennsylvania Bleycle Tire
“Sturdy Stud”

i their policies. James Truslow
Adams
Tri
mand they proceeded to put the knife • points out that in an "earlier day,
to the cancer and remove the cause here in America, when economic con
ditions became such that it was nec- !
of their failure.
In every war that has been fought essary, men could simply move on'
in the history of his country men into a new portion of the land and 1
have rushed blithely and gaily to the there re-establish themselves. There
very edge of the precipice, as though they could provide themselves with
they were on a happy holiday, only food and shelter and by sufficient
to top at the very edge, and press effort finally provide a little butter
back slowly, surely, seriously, in grim for their bread. But this day has
earnestness, until they have won gone. ’There are no more frontiers,
no more wildernesses. And the same
through.
This is the sort of manhood that problems art facing us today that j
captivates us and grips our hearts. have faced the country many times
The good and the bad, the mistaken before. President Norlin of the Uni
and reliable, that have entered into versity says that it is jin “intolerable
our country’s history, but withal condition in which only the com
pressing toward that “far off divine munist can find satisfaction.” This
event," the dream forever within the demands a one hundred per cent
Americanism now of the sort that
heart of mankind.
There appears to be but one way will do what the welfare of the peo
in which we can honor such as these ple demands, in the same spirit as
who have shaped our history. It is Washington and Lincoln and so
certain that they attempted to do many others accepted their duties.
“This must be a partnership of all
what the welfare of the people de
manded in their day. We can honor citizens for the common good.”

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
To Save

$10 .00

JUNE

•

I

SALE

in our Special

“LYNN” De Luxe
Range Burner

Mills of Lexington, Mass., were weekI end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lee W.
Mrs. Percy Averill spent the week Walker.
Robert Creighton of the Boston
9&
Frank Price is home from Sailors’
World’s Most Famous Range Burner
end at Spuuce Head as guest of her Traveler was at home for the holiday.
Snug Harbor.
father. Capt. Freeman Elwell.
Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Andrews were
Mrs. William Gillchrest, Mrs. dinner guests Sunday of her sister,
Complete and Installed
King Solomon’s Temple Chapter
Frank
Lunt
and
Mrs.
Earl
Woodcock
Mrs.
William
Robinson
in
Warren.
13
Plate
Bonded
Battery
meets Thursday night.
motored to Portland Saturday on
Baseball at Vinalhaven Saturday
With $10.00 Worth of Extra
business.
$5.50
resulted in the score of Thomaston 3,
The display of Civil War pictures
Miss Ethel Upham spent the week Vinalhaven 16. It is the opinion of
Equipment
by Fuller-Cobb-Davis was interesting
end and holiday in Augusta with her Catcher Grafton of the Thomaston
and timely.
sister Miss Daisy Upham.
team that a nine from a major league
Funeral services for Edward Eugene could not beat the islanders on their
Benner are to be held this Tuesday home grounds.
Ralph Ulmer Camp Auxiliary will
afternoon at 2 o’clock at the home
have a practice meeting tomorrow
689 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
The Trumbull players put up a good
of his parents Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert show at Watts hall Saturday evening.
afternoon at 2 at Legion hall.
61-tf
Benner, Mill River.
The play was all right, the acting
Miss Nellie Gardiner who has spent good, but the audience was small.
L. E. McRae, Charles A. Rose and
several months with her sister Mrs.
Miss Ruth Mossman has returned
John L. Beaton have been on a fish
Extra Equipment Includes:—
ing trip at Wilson Pond outlet.
Mrs. Eunice Gale McCobb, superin George Cross because of illness, re from a visit in Waldoboro.
,
turned
to
Castine
Monday
to
resume
Members
of
the
Thomaston
Rifle
tendent of Camden Community HosAurora Lodge will have its annual!?41111- and Miss P^rence Quimby, one her duties at the Eastern State Nor Club who attended the State shoot at
2-55-Gallon Tanks
School.
| Auburn Saturday were W. B. D. Gray.
past masters’ night tomorrow nighty at the nurses, left Portland Monday mal
John
Blodgett
of
Beach
Bluffs,
,
gj
wart
j
Chisholm,
Sumner
Banks,
Arthur F. Wisner will be in the masT'*? bus for
Angeles, Calif. They Mass., who was at his summer home Orville wiUiams> Truman Sawyer.
1 Double Barrel Rack
ter’s chair,
I Plan
bs gone about six weeks.
on Knox street for a night recently, Although the Thomaston team did
2 Self-Closing Faucets
expects to return here June 9.
not win they .<hot well and showed i
There will be a special meeting oh
There will be a meeting of the offlLawrence Noll of New York who much improvement. They are looking !
the Knox Hospital Alumni Assocla- cerS and executive board of the was convicted of the murder of a
50 Gallons of Oil
tion at the Bok Nurses' Home Wed-b Alumni Association of Rockland Biddeford policeman April 8 and ahead to win later on. Many were
there
from
Massachusetts,
Rhode
—j
..
THigh School at the office of Mc- sentenced to life imprisonment has
nesday
at »2 o'clock.
Island and Connecticut. This shoot
--------<r Dougall-Ladd Company tonight at 7. joined the inmates of the State
Time Payments If Desired
The 30,000-ton passenger ship
David S. Beach was elected secre Prison. He was brought here in an is in the State of Maine small bore
matches.
Manhattan, recently launched at tary of the Maine letter Carriers’ armored car and went through the
Philadelphia, will be tried on the ; Association at its annual meeting in usual formalities before receiving his Francis Tillson was home for the
holiday, returning this morning.
Rockland course in July.
1 Portland.
number.
Honored the Heroic Dead
Mrs. Leona Reed and son Averyl
There was a large outpouring of the
Hebron Academy commencement
In accordance with a prpclamation went to Vinalhaven Saturday to members of the military orders and
takes place June 11, 12 and 13..’ by the National W.C.T.U. president spend the holiday weekend with Mrs. the general public at the memorial
Maurice L. Duncan of Rockland is aJ Ella A. Boole that Thursday be ob Reed’s sister, Mrs. C. E. Smith.
service in the Baptist Church Sun
member of the graduating class.
served as a day of prayer for the
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Teel were in day evening. Flags were the princi
Bicknell Block
TEL. 730
507 Main St.
cause of prohibition, the local union Belfast Memorial Day visiting Mrs. pal feature in the decorations. A
James J. O'Hara of Watertown will hold a purpose in the parlor of Teel’s mother, Mrs. Nickerson.
male chorus of 14 won much praise,
We Specialize In Oil Burners Only
Mass., was in the city over the holi ; the First Baptist Church Thursday
Miss Jennie Moody spent the week the members of which were Dr. Oliver
day. Tomorrow night at 7.30 he wilL 1 at 2.30 p. m. All friends of the cause end with Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Ahern F. Cushing, Stanley Cushing, Ray
broadcast over WEEI during the pro-Ji wishing to participated are invited and returned today to her home in mond Perry, Charles Knights, R. K.
gram of the Four Aces.
f to attend.
Waban. Mass, making the trip with Greene, Edward B. Newcombe, WilMiss Mabelle Brown of Exeter, N. H. lim W. Gillchrest, Charles Prescott,
The advance agent of Alton H. I Degrees were conferred on Eliza- who was at home for the holiday.
Ralph Davis, Lawrence Carroll, How- mer, with Neponset, Mass., as head- was largely attended by parents and
friends of the graduates. The class
Blackington of Boston was in the city beth Duncan and S. T. Constantine
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Benner and ard Swift, E. O. B. Burgess, Forrest | t)U,a,r5er,
Miss Doris Ballard was home from colors, blue and white were carried
last week arranging to have him ap- | by Golden Rod Chapter Friday eve- daughter Lois of Augusta who came Grafton, William Smith Jr.; pianist,
pear here in the role of lecturer, at ning. Supper w&s in charge of Mrs to spend the weekend with her mother Mrs. J. Walter Strout, organist Mrs. University of Maine for the holiday.. cut in the decorations. Suspended
The graduation exercises of Rock above the altar rail was the class
which he has attained pronounced . Minnie Miles. The entertainment Mrs. Clara Mathews have returned Ralph Tripp.
success.
J featured vocal solas by Mrs. Hazel home.
Seated on the platform were Col. port High School take place Thurs motto "Launched But Not Anchored,”
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Sturtevant were F. S. Philbrock, 88; Capt. H. R. Hunt- day in Town hall The seniors have and this idea was the base of the ser
.
1 Atwood, piano and harmonica Solos
Arthur L. Hersey of Auburn whq'Jjy Ernest Johnson. Mrs. Amy Tripp in Ellsworth for the holiday.
ley, 85, Fred Morse 83, James Ulmer , chosen as their motto "Launched But mon delivered by Rev. F. F. Fowle
Miss Mary Carter of Orono and 88. Civil War veterans, the sum of ™. Anchored and the theme of from -the subject "Launch Out Into
is seeking the Congressional nomi- 1 and Mrs. Marguerite Johnson ac
nation in this district was in the city j eompanied.
William Stiles of Portland were at whose ages is 344 years; Capt Warren the evening is "The Launching of the the Deep.” Comparing their entry
Eldredge of Co. F, C.AC.; Georg? senior ship. ’ all the class parts carry- into this new phase of life as launch
last week and paid his respects to ■
____ _
Miss Carter’s home here Sunday.
that dominant idea. The ing out into deeper waters he gave
E. C. Moran, Jr., who is his rival in •
,
The June meeting of the Thomas Cross, Spanish War veteran; Rev. H. inf
the primary contest.
t h a ^. Howard, former Rockland ton Garden Club will be held Thurs S. Kilborn and Rev. H. F. Leach. Tne colors are blae and. whlte- 11111 Pr°- many valuable words of advice as to
_____
tobacconist, observed his 61st birth- day at 3 o'clock with Mrs. John program: Organ voluntary; salute to Bram: March. "Flying Ace; Greet - their choice of captain, and how to
If you have not been on a ride 5 ^ay Satu>day and received many Biown. Edward Johnson of Rockland the flag by Eoy and Girl Scouts; lnS t0 Friends Gathered to Watch the avcid shipwreck by steering clear of
through the country go at once be- i congratulations in Bath, which has will be the speaker, subject "Land chorus, "Beautiful flag; scripture Launching, Geraldine Page, (saluta many of the reefs and shoals along
fore the apple blossoms disappear!.} 7®en blR ’Pj®ce
residence since scape Gardening.” This meeting is reading, Ephesians 6:10-18, and pray tory); “The Ships Crew, Thalice the course.
The hillsides present a wonderful ,^,a„y’!n®.!^f]cJand' He was born in open to the public.
To the strains of a march played by
er, Rev. H F. Leach; “God to Our Spear, (first essay); orchestra selec
“Valse
Danseuse;'’
“The Mattie Russell, organist for the eve
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harris of Glen Fathers,” men's chorus. The Roll tion,
picture—certainly one that no hu West Rockport, son of the late Henry
E.
Howard,
and
graduated
from
the
Christening
of
the
Ship,
”
Earle
mere were recent guests of their Call of the Civil War and subsequent
man artist could paint.
ning the undergraduates, with Miss
Rockford, Ill., High School. He daughters Mrs. Norman Simmons and wars was read by Capt. Eldredge of Achorn (second essay); orchestra, Louise Morong as marshal, entered
Hebron Academy will graduate a went to Bath April 1, 1899. He was Miss Edith Harris.
Co. F. “Tenting Tonight.” men’s "The Garden Dance;’’ “Looking Sea tlie church and occupied seats in
• • • •
class of 67 June 13. Members from i married to Miss Amanda Johnson of
chorus, Raymond K. Green soloist ward,” (class prophecy) Edith Riley; front. The graduates were then
this section of the State are Maurice' Roehford. 1 ”
dune *6, 1897, antl
John Turner who spent the week was followed by addressed by Col. High School chorus, “Faust Danse;" escorted in by the marshal, present
L. Duncan of Rockland, Charles tbeir 35th wedding anniversary now end with his sister Mrs. James E. Philbric and Capt. Huntley, both of "Gifts to Departing Voyagers,” ing a fine picture of young manhood
Crockett of Stonington, Winsor Wil—t'?'1>bFoa£?ed' ,^r’ Howard has served Creighton has returned to Portland. whom spoke out of their personal ex Louise Sherer; “Heave Ho!" Maurice and womanhood.
The Sea Breeze" for 1932 has been perience in the Civil War, making a Miller (valedictory); class ode, “Bon
liams of Dark Harbor and Francis- ln
Bath City Government, and has
The music by a choir composed of
L. Gross of Stonington.
repeatedly declined the mayoralty on sale since Friday and is finding dtepimpression. The program was Voyage;” words by Geraldine Page; singers from both churches was espe
of
diplomas
by
Supt.
E.
_____
| nomination, according to the Bath many interested readers. It is dedi conculded by the singing of "The Star .presentation
„
cially fitting for the occasion. Rev. G.
Toner; orchestra. Dream Shadows F. Currier, pastor of the Baptist
The Rockland Community Chest Times. Rockland friends add their cated to Miss Alcada Hall, director of Spangled Banner," by chorus and
school music. The usual plan has audience, taps sounded by Herbert i Mrs. Ambrose Peterson of Vinal- Church read the scripture and offered
Association, Inc., will conduct
no ij wel1
wishes.
iauct no
“
been followed In making it up. with Klrkpatrick, and benediction pro- haven was a caller Saturday on Mr prayer and benediction.
campaign this year—notpn the sensei
Peterson's parents, Capt. and Mrs.
of a team drive and house to house (■’ Following the custom of previous individual portraits of the 22 seniors nounced by Rev. Mr. Leach.
The story of Memorial Day exer
Memorial Day exercises were car Frank Peterson.
canvass. In this, its ninthl year, it.J'$years the Lions club will have the as a new and pleasing feature. The
cises is reserved for another issue.
price
is
25
cents
ried
out
as
previously
outlined.
The
veterans
of
the
G.A.R.
as
guests
will depend wholly upon appeal by
Capt. and Mrs. George Lane are
Stephen Lavender who receives his line was formed on Knox street and spending a few days at Marshall’s
letter, and pledge cards are now Wednesday, and there will be spe
degree
June
23
from
Bowdoin
College
marched
up
Main,
circling
the
Mall.
Island.
being received by friends of the cial music. Election of officers takes
NORTH WARREN
movement. Tbe committee in charge place, final information relative to has been elected by the Ellsworth A wreath was placed on the Soldiers’
Feme Whitney and Edith Wall re
school
board
to
teach
English
and
his

Monument by Fred Morse, Civil War turned Tuesday to Gorham Normal
comprises A. W. Gregory, M. E. Wot-djthe program of the district convenGraduation exercises of the eighth
ton, W. I. Ayer and J. M. Richard- tion, to be held in Portland. Thurs- tory and coach track athletics at veteran, and prayer offered by Rev. School after spending the weekend
£on.
d£y and Friday, will be given and Ellsworth High School under his for H. S. Kilborn. The march was then with their parents. Both are mem grade of Anderson school, North
Standish Perry of Camden will hu mer principal Lewis C. Sturtevent. to the cemertery where Mr. Morse bers of the senior class, the gradua Warren, will be held in the White
Mrs. Cora Winchepbach of South placed a wreath upon the monument tion of which will take place June 13.
E. C. Moran, Jr., candidate for the morously relate his experiences while
Oak Grange hall, June 2, at 7 o’clock,
Congressional nomination on the a resident of Washington. D. C. The Waldoboro was the holiday guest ot to the memory of the Civil War Miss Whitney has been engaged as
Mrs.
Annie
Robbins,
Beechwoods
soldiers,
and
a
brief
address
made
by
teacher at the Rockville school for standard time. The jublic Ls cor
Democratic ticket, has opened cam watchword for June is "Loyalty" and
Rev. H. F.( Leach. Volleys were fired the coming year.
dially invited.
paign headquarters in the third story every member's presence is expected street.
Miss Marjorie Hupper of Farming- bq the members of Battery F., C.A.C.
Mrs' Ellen Shibles returned Sunday
of the building owned and occupied! at each meeting this month unless
ton called upon Miss Alice Oeorge and taps sounded, which with the from Union where she has been
by E. C. Moran & Co., at the foot of excused by the president. “Loyal Saturday
BORN
on her way to Martinville
Limerock street. It is fitted up in local Lions” is the slogan and loyalty to spend the holiday with her mother, return march to Watts block closed spending the winter and for the next GOVE- At Knox Hospital, Rockland.
the public observance of the day.
May 18. to* Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert C
two weeks will be at the home of
boudoir style, the candiate being not to the veterans of the Civil War and
Mrs. Joel Hupper.
Gove, a soil, Wilbert Charles, Jr
MTs. Josephine Wall, Commercial
unmindful of the fact that women the cause for which they fought
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Randlett and
should
be
an
incentive
for
every
street.
ROCKPORT
are a big factor in elections nowa
sons Richard and Frank, of Milton,
MARRIED
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Veazie are FLINT-WINN -At
days.
. Lion to be present tomorrow.
Thomaston. May 28. by
Mass., are guests of Mrs. Randlett’s Mr. and Mrs. Bert Cressey of .spending a few days in Boston.
Rev.
Peter
B. Franklin. William T
parents Mr. and Mfs. Alden Merri Woodfords were weekend guests of
Flint of Rockland and Miss Katherine
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lane and
The Press Herald had this to say field.
Second place in the Knox & LinJ
Mrs. Theresa Bowers enroute to Cas Miss
T. Winn of Marlboro. Mass, and
Ruth Orbeton motored to Bos
coin School League is at stake in to about a former member of the
Thomaston.
Sidney Watts and two sons of Bos tine to visit their daughter who is a ton Saturday to spend the holiday
morrow afternoon's game at Thom Kickapoo staff, who has just taken ton were weekend guests of friends in student at the Normal School.
COY-SNOW — At Southampton. L. I .
with relatives.
aston, when the home team will meet command of the Coast Guard Cutter town.
N. Y.. May 24. Fleming H. Coy of New
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Campbell of
Mrs.
E.
C.
Dunbar
of
Lowell,
Mass.,
York city and Nellie L. Snow of Rock
its ancient rival, Rockland High. In Chicopee: “Boatswain Peter T. JohnElectrical Appliances Of All Kinds
John Creighton and Stephen Laven South Portland were Sunday and was a holiday guest of Mrs. Kate M.
land.
addition to coveting second place. son> considers Portland his home, al- der came down Friday from Bowdoin holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
ROCKLAND, ME.
442
Dunbar,
Sea
street.
witn still a possibility that it may do , though it is nearly 20 years since he College to spend the weekend and hol Rhodes.
DIED
.
«
•
.
better, Thomaston has an ambition I
nVed here.
He became a iday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynton Lane and sons
BRYANT—At Camden. May 30. Augusta
Memorial Sunday Services
to wipe out the sting of the defeat naturalized citizen Of the United
I.. Bryant, aged 91 years, 1 month. 8
Mrs. J. V. Finn Jr., of Southboro, Oliver and Gilbert were down from
which it recently suffered in this States in Portland, was married Mass, who came to attend the wed Belfast to spend the weekend and
days. Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock
Services of unusual interest were
from 10 Pleasant street, Camden.
city. It will be a great game, ana here and his four children were born ding of her sister, Miss Katherine holiday with relatives here and in held at both churches Sunday. In
—At Rockland. May 28. Anna W .
Rockland will send a loyal bunch of here. A veteran of 26 years' service Winn, and Mr. and' Mrs. W. H. Hewins, Rockland.
the morning at the Baptist Church a CASE
widow ' of Frank O. Case. Funeral
rooters. Game starts at 4 p. m.
fn the Coast Guard. Boatswain John Jr. of Falmouth, Mass, who were also
Mr. and Mrs. Everett F. Libby and special patriotic service was held with
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock from
son has always served on the Atlan guests, returned to their homes Sun daughter Katherine returned today the members of Fred A. Norwood
Burpee parlors.
Local horsemen will read with in tic Coast. Since he was 15 years old day.
to their home at Manchester, N. H.. W.R.C., Sons of Veterans, soldiers and FLETCHER—At Lincolnville. May 28.
James W Fletcher, aged 68 years 4
terest this item from a recent edi Boatswain Johnson has been going
Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Townsend spent after spending the weekend at the sailors of all ware attending in a
months. 10 days.
tion of the Lewiston Journal: “Pierce to sea, first in the ships of his na Sunday in Union.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. body, accompanied by the school SKINNER--At Warren. May 30. Charles
Chappelle, one of the best of thei tfve country. Norway, and later in
children. This being a union service
Joseph Scanlon, son Joseph and Ingraham.
C. Skinner, aged 90 years, 6 months. 17
younger generation of drivers and British ships. During the Russo- Jos. Callahan of Dorchester, spent
days.
Funeral Wednesday at 1.30
Charles E. Grotton is building a the members of the Methodist parish
standard. Burial ln Montvllle.
trainers will locate at the Maine Japanese war he was on a British the weekend at their house on Beech garage on the site of his house re were also special guests and the
State Fair grounds track this sum ship in the Orient and was within 20 woods street. The return home was cently destroyed by fire and will in pastor. Rev. F. F. Fowle assisted in BLACK WOOD--At West Rockport, May
30. Bessie A Blackwood, formerly of
mer and is expected to arrive here miles of the biggest battle of that made Monday afternoon. They are the near future erect a bungalow the service, reading the Scripture
Rockland, aged 22 years. 8 months. 30
in a day or so. ‘Chappie’ who always war. He left the British ship at having the house connected with the there.
offering prayer and benediction
days. Funeral Wednesday afternoon
at
2 o’clock from Wiley's Corner chapel.
manages to make it a horse race1 Kobe, Japan, shipped aboard an sewer and repairs made upon it.
Rev.
G.
F.
Currier
preached
a
very
Earl Davis left last week for Bos
when he is in the sulky has severed American square-rigger bound for
Mrs. Ora Roney, Mrs. Pearl Adams, ton and will join his father, J. Carle able and interesting sermon from the
CARD OF THANKS
his connections with the T. J. Kelley the United States and has not left Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Beverage. ton Davis» on the yacht for the suin- subject “The Glory of the Past and
I desire to take this method of ex
All bread may look alike, but all bread DOESN’T taste alike, nor
group of horses which he has been this country since.”
Miss Edith Newhall, Henry Fales were
the Future,” dealing with the condi pressing
my sincere thanks to the many
have the same FRESHNESS.
training and will operate a public
among the homecomers for the holi
tions of the country in the past and friends, neighbors and all others who
stable of his own. He will come here
*The Rockland .Awning Co. tele day.
what was accomplished by the early tendered us their assistance and sym
When you buy Bread, buy bread that is made right here AT HOME
pathy ln this great sorrow, the loss
with Peter Magnus and one other phone number is 1262-W at 18 Wil
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Kirkpatrick
pioneers spurred on by a strong de of
—in MAINE. It’s a guarantee of FRESHNESS. But to get the BEST
my dear mother; also for the many
but it is expected that his stable will- low St.—adv.
sire for right to prevail, the chaotic beautiful floral offerings.
63-65 and daughter Beverly, Millard Gil
Bread in Maine, you must specify GOLDEN HEART BREAD, for it
WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
more and Mr. and Mrs. Dana Gilmore
Nathan E Daniels.
be filled in a short time. His ad
condition of the country today and
is the ONLY loaf like Maine housewives made in "the good old days.”
South
Union.
motored to Thorndike and North
dition to the Lewiston trotting and
9.00 to 12.30
| what the future may hold. Special
VINALHAVEN
Vassalboro Sunday.
music was rendered by a choir of
pacing colony will be pleasing to local
in Pete Edwards’
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sawyer of
mixed voices from both churches
harness racing followers.”
Mrs. Edwin Mutch of Camden re Medford. Mass., were guests Monday
with Mrs. Nellie Magune at the
i
Gilchrest
New Bam
organ. The church was attractively
We are still doing business at the cently spent a few days with her of Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Townsend.
Monumental
Works
mother
Mrs.
Etta
Ranquist,
coming
They
have
returned
home
accom

decorated with flags, cut flowers and
same old stand—ready to do your
“The BEST Bread in Maine”
Upper Limerock Street
panied by their uncle Mr. Townsend
potted ferns.
Main Street
lawn mower sharpening as usual. from Rockland by plane.
Tune
in
—
Station
WHDH, Boston—Golden Heart Duo—
wffo
will
visit
them
a
few
days.
Mrs.
Music by
Charles Woodcock or Thomaston
At 7.30 p. m. at the Methodist
Thomaston, Maina
New low price $1 per. We will oc
Fridays, 6.45 P. M.
Church
the
baccalaureate
service
for
ARTISTIC
MEMORIALS
cupy our new quarters early in June. was in town last week to attend the Townsend was not able to take the
Dean’s C’chestra
the senior class RH.S. was held.
Tolaphona Connootlon
R. B. Magune, 700 Main street, city. funeral of his brother Leander trip.
’•
65-T-74
Douglass Walker and friend Peter
This was also a union service and
Woodcock.

THOMASTON

Sea View Garage

$

57

.50

A. C. McLOON & CO.

UNIVERSAL
nssaiEE

ELECTRIC CLEANER

Why Pay More?
A HIGH

QUALITY

EFFICIENT
CLEANER
for only

$245?

Seeitjn Action

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

SEE WHAT A DIFFERENCE !!!

FRESHNESS MAKES IN BREAD

DANCE

GOLDEN HEART BREAD

Phone 315-W.

50-T-56
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Evsry-Otker-Day
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25 YEARS AGO
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Union. May 26, to Mr. and Mrs. j
George C. Hawes, a daughter.
I
Deer Isle. May 16, to Mr. and Mrs. !
I Fred L. Sylvester, a son.
’ ,

♦ • • *

Difference in Waking
and Sleeping Thought!

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

While you are awake, you like
to feel that yonr thoughts are your
creations, that they stand apart
from you as objects which, so far as
you can make out, anyone ought to
see. Waking thoughts are abstrac
tions, Pr. Jesse W. Sprowls writes,
In the Washington Star.
When yon are dreaming, the sit
uation is reversed. Your dream I
thoughts are your own. They are a
part of you. You express your per
sonal self in everything yon dream j
about.
You put yourself In the
center of the dream picture, and
countenance only those thoughts
that correspond to the picture. It's
impossible to think in dreams with
out thinking in pictures. And It’s
impossible to get away from your
image of yourself. In dreams your
thoughts are activities, not abstrac
tions.
It Is not hard to discover why
you have those two kinds of
thoughts. Your waking hours deal
with a world of reality. And real
ity Is always the world that lies
about you. Your business as a wak
ing thinker is to manipulate this
world of externality.
So you re
gard your waking thoughts as mech
anisms merely.
But when you are asleep, you have
withdrawn from the world of real
ity The "you" of yourself, which
had to take a minor position in your
waiting world, now has its moments.
Your fancies have full sway, and
you fashion all sorts of imaginary
pictures that place you in command.
That's why you sometimes experi
ence a shock when waking suddenly.

The fnarrlages for this period!
A review from the columns ;
10
3
8
2
7
9
b
1
4 5
of this paper of some of the ; were:
happenings which interested J i Rockland, May 4, William H. Cur
12
II
Rockland and vicinity in this
tis and Miss Alida H. Gray.
month, 190”.
w
w
Appleton, April 27, Isaac Bartlett
IG
17
15
13
14
and Mrs. Vira Jones.
Copyright, 1931 By CUo Lucas—Distributed By Parautouui Publix Corporation
Warren, May 2, Edwin J. Kalloch
w
ZO
21
22
G. A. Ames was to manage the and Miss Fannie M. Boggs.
18
19
New Belvidere at Beachwood, Mass.
East Winthrop. May 7, Chester
SYNOPSIS
The Livingston Manufacturing Co.
Y,arre? a*d Alice
Beautiful and wealthy Joan Pren
W
2b
25
23
bought the entire plant and business i
Northport.
tice meets Jerry Corbett, young
w
of Nutting <fc Hayden, manufacturers
Waldoboro, May
Roland Waltz
dramatic critic, at a party. Joan
30
28
17
of bush and scotia hammers, In an^ Mary Sprowl.
Is fascinated. Jerry kisses her and
Concord N H
Rockland, May 11, Leroy C. LerMi
although Joan knows he Is not him
..
' ' '
. .
mond and Mrs. Fannie F. Benner,
33
32
self and she may never see him
Jim Ross ate a quart of Whitneys
of Tftomaston
51
again, she realizes she will never
W
ice cream in nine minutes.
Camden, May 14, Herbert Thomas
forget him. Next day, Jerry has
O. H. Gloyd was to have charge of and Lois T. Wooster.
37
3&
39 *+o 41
34 35
completely forgotten Joan.
But
Oakland Park Cafe.
New York, May 11, Albert S. Robwhen he discovers her phone num
The remains of a convict, whose bins of Rockland and Miss Hanna
45
44
43
m
ber he calls her up. Joan Invites
term had recently expired were Olson of Lowell, Mass,
him to her party. Mr. Prentice
found on the bank of Oyster River j Rockland. May 15, Walter L. Snow
49
favors Dick Taylor for a son-in-law
Creek by Ralph Wyllie, a Warren of South Thomaston and Ada M.
47
4&
4b
and is perturbed by Joan’s interest
milkman.
Colson of Rockland.
In Jerry.
Governor Cobb presided over the
Friendship, May 12, Cleveland L.
52
53 sssss 54
51
50
Bowdoin-Coniell debate in Bruns- Winchenbach and Olive E. Burns,
wick
both of Waldoboro.
CHAPTER IV
sw;
57
5b
George Clark. 15. fell overboard
Rockland May 15, Joseph J. Flana55
Joan was talking excitedly. She
from Schooner Pearl at Tillson wharf
°f Rockland and Elvie N. Merry
had thought a thousand times since
and was rescued by Capt. Rackliff of 01 ,,wa!7en' ..
„
_ _
last night how happy she would he
58
59
the Friendship packet.
Dver '
y
SnOW*
if Jerry Corbett really should call
man ana Lean Dyer.
her, and now it had happened. He
John M. Richardson who had been
camden, May 18, Will S. Mero of
had called her. and he was coming
employed by J. F. Gregory’& Sons Camden and Cora E Richards of
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
over to see her. Perhaps he would
16 years, went to Fort Fairfield, Morrill.
10-lnvolve
46- A grain
1-Assi»ted'
sing to her again the funny little
K
where he had a position with aclothCamden, May 18. Frank H. Miller
14-Verbal
47- Pertaining to
6-A tract of land
songs he had sung last night about
17-Girl’s name
punishment
11-Combinlng form.
ing company.
of Camden and Stella L. Young of j
19-Metric land
"First she gave me ginger bread,
49- Bind
Air
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Casey were Lincolnville.
measure
50- Conjunction
12- A rest
and then she gave me cake.” The
soon to sail for England.
Rockland, May 22, Gustaf Neilson I
21- Born (Fr.) 13
51- Golf term
13- Toward
tune had beeD running through her
Foudray's new motion picture the- and Frances Patterson, both of Hur- I
22- lnterdict
i
15- Measure of weight 52- Ocean
head all day. She felt almost giddy
ricane Isle.
atre on Oak street opened.
24—Put off
54- Deposit Account
16- A vehicle
—foolish of her to be so childish
Camden.
May
11,
Paul
R.
Brown
The six-masted schooner being
26-Dress with the beak
(abbr.)
17-A thoroughfare
It was after four now. Her guests •I might say a lot ot things," said Jerry. "Excuses, out they wouldn’t
built at Cobb. Butler & Co.’s yard and Marcia Farrington.
28-Strike gently
55- A crack
(abbr.)
be
true.
”
*
Rockland,
May
27,
Reuel
J.
Whitwould be arriving soon. In fact, she
was attracting many visitors.
30-Elongated fish
56- Selze
18Epoch
„
- „ erv.
, , , ney and Edna A. Richardson.
.
thought she heard Charlcie King's
32-Reclaims
58- Games
"• 20-A Spanish title
Mrs. E. H. Chapin was electid
Rockland May 18, Alvin E. Brown
ot
how
she
had
met
Jerry
when
Joan
felt
her
heart
jumping
within
Here Is Either Heresy
34- Wooden cylinders
voice drifting up from the driveway
59- Power
22- A sheep cry
president of the Unlversalist Mis- and Annie L Maddocks.
her She didn't feel at all as she had
35- Listen
j
already. True enough. Charlcie Maid Marion came in.
23- Grease
or
the
Profound
Truth
sion
Circle.
....
“Your guests are arriving. Miss felt last night with him. Everything
36- Consume
VERTICAL
25Ever
(Poet.)
whistled their little secret whistle,
A schooner load of stolen property
H p Bush Q{ camden was buildAt the recent meeting of the Mil
37- Lalr
26- Combining form.
a decorous symbol they had used Joan. Sil down, please, and let me seemed so very formal and so
was seized in Rockland haiboi by t.ie lng, residence cn the ncw road CU{ lionaires Club of Contentment
fix
your
hair.
”
strained
now
39- Of age (Latin,
1-Taverns
Equal
ever since she could remember It
sheriff
and
police
and
three
arrest.-,
through
(
rom
chestnut
to
Limerock
and Happiness in the green Ver
Joan flew to her dressing table.
abbr.)
27- Slumber
2- Musical note
Jerry followed ner through the
had had different meanings accord
were
made.
40- Spoken
'[
dugo hills, one of the neighbors
street.
3- Fondle
“You go on dowustairs. Charlcie. long hallway and down the steps
29-Endless
ing to the years. When It had
Capt. Lewis W. Maker was moving
j H Wilson opened a fish market ] quotes an old saying which runs as
4- Greek god of love 41- Compact
31-Distant
originated it had meant “Come over and take them down to the pool. into the sun porch Joan switched
to Portland.
in Camden.
5- One who receives a 44-To sew loosely
33- Look
follows:
to my house and play.” then in col You know everybody who Is com a light and Jerry saw a room such
Rockland folks awoke May 11 to
Leroy H. Ames swapped his resi- I
gift
47-A fuel
34- Shrouded
“There are three things that can
ing.
anyway.
Nobody
new,
except
as
he
bad
seen
in
the
movies
but
lege it had grown to designate a ser
find a vigorous snowstorm in prog- d(?nce on Knowlton street, Camden never be recalled—the spoil arrow,
5-Guardt accompany- 48-Thin
38-Smallest
ol
course.
Jerry.
”
never anywhere else. That is, not
ies of different things such as “The
ing a person
51-Territory (abbr.)
ress. Dodges Mountain was daz- for the oana Spaulding farm in Lin- the spoken word and the lost oppor
42- A fruit '
Charlcie went eut reluctantly.
that he remembered.
7-To cauterize
53-A pain
snooper is coming" or “Don’t tell
43- A society girl
zlingly
white.
colnville.
“I’ll tell them to go down to the
8- Sailor (Collo<
55-Llke
(Coltoq.)
They sat down on a low, green
Charles E. Bicknell bought the old
The llew camden Band made its tunity.”
that one.” and now it was merely an'
pool and then I’ll come up here and lounge near one ot the French win
The neighbor who brought the
9- Near
|57-Comparatlvs suffix
45-Close by
stern wheel steamer Delia Collins. fjrst, appearance,
announcement of arrival.
pul on my suit. I want to hear the
intending to convert the craft into a
Alice Young was elected president matter up expected that the meet
Charlcie King blew into the room. rest o! the story. It sounds excit dows. Joan was wishing she could
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
stone barge.
of the Thomaston Epworth League, i ing would be deeply Impressed and
get herself composed. Jerry was
She tossed her smart black bag on ing ”
G. K. Merrill bought the E. E. Payj L Wilkins leased his farm in j that the saying would lead to a his
looking at her Intently.
Coffee in 1634
the chaise-longue an d went straight
Joan was humming the tune to
son house. Broadway and Rankin union to his brother Edward Wil- toric discussion. But, curiously
to the cheval mirror
“You know,” he said. "1 really
As to the precise date when cof
“Lord Jeffrey Amherst” and trying
street.
kins of Wilton.
enough, nobody seemed to be at all
should apologize for being so late.”
fee was Introduced Into Englnud,
"My dear. 1 look positively too to remember the words.
Rev. William M. Kimmell former
Albert S. Smalley's residence in impressed, and the discussion was
authorities differ, and very little of
“Why?”
horrible to meet any one today. 1
pastor of the Unlversalist Church gt George was burned. Albert 7, exceptionally brief.
“Tell them I'll be right down.
real value on the subject can be
was out last night until three Dad j charlcie "
“It isn’t done, is it. in the best
died in Plattsburg, N. Y.
and Beatrice 11, were saved by the
To begin with, the millionaires
found, wrote Edward R. Emerson
was waiting for me when 1 got home
circles?"
Mrs. Rose Glidden was elected timely arrival home of the mother,
Charlcie yelled back at her.
said, what is one sped arrow more
In “Beverages, Past and Present."
and we went six rounds. I won on
Joan
laughed.
president
of
the
Methodist
Ladies
1
M
rs.
Levi
Seavey
was
elected
rei
“Bui vou won’t You're not going
Sir Henry Blount visited Turkey In
a foul. Oh. Joan, he is furious with down until you've told me about
“It's all right.”
Circle.
gent of Gen. Knox Chapter, D.A.R., or less, anyway? There are plenty
of arrows in the world, or at least
1634 and In one of his letters says:
Walter Lowe fell over an embank- jn Thomaston.
me, but I had a gorgeous time I last night.”
“Really?"
Rule
“The Turks have a drink called
ment at his home on Middle street,
Charles Cogan was elected fore- . there used to be when arrows were
was at Dale’s, you know, with Cyril.
“Sure. I'd have liked you to be
sUl
in use. As to the spoken word, it
‘
cauphe,
’
made
of
a
berry
as
big
as
and
sprained
an
ankle.
man
of
Knox
Hose
Co.
in
ThomasTell me. now did your Bohemian
The party was all over Even here, out it really doesn't matter.”
f'n A
is usually a thing not worth recall a small bean, dried in a furnace and
Clarence
E.
Daniels
opened
his
new
ton
party turn out?”
Jerry felt a longing tor this glrL
Charlcie who had waited around
s
L
Jewelry store.
v. K. Cummings bought from Fred ing. And In regard to lost oppor beat to a powder of a sooty color,
Charlcie pulled off her beret and as long as possible to see if Jerry She was the first one he had known,
A
p
s
E. H. Lawry was elected president M Richards the house in Camden tunities, why, the thing is not to
In taste a little bitterish, that they
her curly auburn hair fell out of it wouldn't show up. finally had to ever, who had not admouished him
1 R e;
of the Rockland Savings Bank
regret them, but to hustle and find
occupied by J. S. Bracy.
seethe and drink, hot as may be en
enmasse.
give up ano go borne in order to for being late. And ne was alwayB
e: c s
W. S. Melvin bought the King
Wilder Hall of Rockland, who was I new ones.
dured.
It
is
good
at
all
hours
of
Joan got up and went over and dress for net date that night.
late. He nad forgotten now goodhouse on Warren street.
employed in Alden’s oakum factory
And thus again what has been
the day, but especially at morning
put her arms around Charlcie.
Joan was almost tearful.
looking she was. Funny bow be bad
Charles Price, Rockland's well at Camden, got caught in the shaft- j accepted as wisdom proves to be
and evening, when to that purpose
MICK.1E SAYS—
“Darling, I met somebody 1 like
“1 simply can’t understand It, rather blanked on her. He usually
known stevedore died at the home of ing and was whirled around many mere waste of breath.—John Steven
they entertain’themselves two or
awfully well.”
Maid Marion I said about five, remembered anyone out of the ordi
his son in Rockport, aged 73.
times before the machinery could be i McGroarty in, the Los Angeles Times.
three hours In ‘cauphe-houses,’
“You mean better than Dick?”
and be repeated it after me. ’About nary.
Dr. J. 8. Norton of Warrefi was stopped. He was badly injured.
OAJee opow a time a
(
which. In Turkey, abound more
"Oh, Charlcie, you know how I live.'"
elected
president
of
the
Knox
County
Lawry M. Sukeforth. stage driver
“I might say a lot of things—ex
BUSINESS AAAU COULP WEAR
than
inns
and
alehouses
with
us."
feel about Dick—how 1 have always
Maid Marion was not too inter cuses I mean—but they wouldn't
Teachers' Association, with Miss between Thomaston and Port Clyde |
A $10 SUIT ANDA RUBBER
Explaining Leap Year
felt about him. He doesn't thrill me ested. She was satisfied with Dick be true. The truth of the matter
Eliza Crawford of Thomaston as sec- died suddenly while on one of his J
(20U.AR, AMD PRINT HIS
When Julius Caesar reformed the
at all.” i
Taylor and she didn't want Joan to is that I was drinking beer and It
retary and treasurer,
I trips.
OWAI SW'OWERV WITH A,
Corn’s Many Products
Roman
calendar,
he
added
a
day
Roy Morse, fireman on the Maine
Mrs. Maud Ballington Booth, fa-1
“Well, who is he? Do 1 know know anyone who might change was much more appealing at tbe
RUBBER €TAMP«ANP PO
Not much more than half of the
Central, fell into a coal pit at Water- ' mous Salvation Army worker, ad- every four years in order to make
him?”
A 6000 0USI HESS WITHOUT
things.
moment than swimming would have
the
average
solar
year
165
’
4
days.
great corn crop of the country finds
ville and was badly bruised. One dressed a crowded church in Thom
EVER. ADVERTISING IW HIS
"He’s dramatic critic for the
“Well, maybe he got to thinking been Besides. I didn’t have a bath
This was done by doubling the
Its way to the dining table. The re
thumb and one finger were broken. aston.
HOME NEWSPAPER-THEM
Daily Press.”
it over and he realized the breach ing suit with me.
mainder goes to the refineries to he
M. B. & C. O. Perry bought the
Union High School held gradua sixth day before the Calends of
PAVS HAVE GONE FOREVER
“Joan, you're fallen for a news there was between you two so he
March, and hence the year was
made up Into a large variety of ma
Joan laughed.
tion
exercises
in
the
town
hall.
The
tug
Julius
Wolff.
boy."
decided not to come."
terials. These Include the “spar
“I might have loaned you one of
Franklin M. Sherer was appointed program: Salutatory, Ralph W. called bisextile—a name that still
"Not a newsboy, Charlcie, don’t
Joan winced.
klers" which do Fourth of July duty,
Young; essay, Cora B. Creighton: prevails among the Latin nations of
janitor of the federal building.
nay that He’s a writer. He’s writ
“Oh. Maid Marion how can you mine.”
Henry Jones was elected janitor history, Florence M. Smith; essay. Europe, which regard February 24
explosives, face cream, soap, arti
“I think you're swell.”
w
ten lots of other things besides hls say that? It’s silly. There isn't any
of the Benner Hill schoolhouse.
Willie F. Davis; prophecy, Gladys as the intercalated day. In English
ficial rubber and silk, varnish, tan
irtt’clsms.”
Joan was feeling natural with hi*
breach between us. You and Dad
The house on Pleasant anti Orange M. Fuller; essay, Henry C. Simmons; speaking countries, this year is
ning extracts, radio batteries, tex
•Handsome, 1 suppose?”
make me tired trying to think up a once more.
streets, owned by Gilbert Hall was valedictory, Edgar H. Dean.
called "leap year” because the Sun
tiles, paper carpet, mucilage, salad
Ola/r,
Joan shook her head
reason why I shouldn’t see Jerry '«
“I’m beginning to think you really
St. George was excited over three day letter “lpaps” a day, no letter
damaged by tire.
dressing, sirup, cooking oil, vinegar
Tjoctf
‘That’s Just it He isn’t at all.
The doorbell rang
do You told me that last night-**
Dr. John Stevens was confined to burglaries and an attempt to burn being affixed to February 29. Every
and milk acids. Rome considerable
He’s fust sort of cute. Remember
Joan flew down the steps. It was
Odd
Fellows
hall.
The
burglary
IJ)
ow?
the
house.
“Did 1?"
year exactly divisible by four ex success has attended the manufac
that Eaiglish fellow we liked so well Jerry. Joan forgot all about his be
George W. Fernald, formerly of victims were Peter Monts. Charles cept those that are exactly divisible
“Yes.”
ture of paper from the stalks, and
at I *Tlt !».’<• oumlng-out party?”
ing late. It was so nice to see him
Rockland, resigned from the Leo E. Wheeler and George Wall.
It Is probable that at no distant day
They laughed.
Cbc.rtc!® nodded.
Gorham Butler, widely known as by 100 and not by 400 is a leap
minster. Mass, police force to become
“Come in. won’t you?”
a profitable use will he found fo(To be Continued)
year.
"hop
manager cf a skating rink operated a horseman, died in Camden. He
Jerry stepped inside He wasn t
•*Wel!„ Jerry looks something like
the piles of corn stalks which ac
•Fredric March and Sylvia Sidney
by the Fitchburg & Leominster was formerly a long time resident of
him, and he’s so funny. Of course, exactly prepared to see Joan He
cumulate each year on the farms of
in the Paramount picture, "Merrily
Union.
Street Railway.
ne
rather tight last night but had expected to pass the censorship
Fint Iron Water Pipet
this country.
We Go To Hell,” screen version of
Charles
Raymond,
employed
at
the
The
Street
Railway
decided
to
I n sure he's rtrj clever. It was so of a few servants first.
Cast-iron water pipe was experi
the
story,
“
Jerry
and
Joan."
Wharf
quarry,
Vinalhaven.
fell
30
build
a
spur
track
to
Oakland
Park.
queer the way we n»et.”
“Shall we go out on the sun porch,
Copyright. 1931 By Cleo Lucas—hlr-trlbMrs. Annie McNeil sold her house feet into quarry and died several mented with at Versailles, France,
jor.u fca jus: started the details it’s rather nice out there now."
uted By Paramoun Publix Corp.
as early as 1604, but owing to dif
on Pleasant and Orange streets to hours later.
Unannounced Tornado
ficulties of production It could not
Gilbert Hall.
Science
has devised no way of
Contributing factors to the prob be afforded by water works com
Austin Titus caught the first
predicting when or where a tor
lem of juvenile discipline and con- j panies untfl 1738. It was Intro
salmon at Alford's Lake.
Motors Killed 34.000
nado will strike, or exactly what
Among appointments made at East trol; the razor-strop went out with duced Into England about this time.
in U. S. During 1931 Maine Methodist Conference were safety-razors, the hair-brush with The early American cities used log path It will travel once It starts.
Weather bureau officials recognize
Chicago.—Automobiles killed 34,- Rev. J. R. Laird, Camden; Rev. Al bobbed hair and the woodshed with pipe systems, but after a number of
certain conditions that are favor
By F. H. CUBLEY
'
000 persons In the United States bert Hartt, Rockport; Rev. C. F. But natural gas.—Arkansas Gazette.
leaks in the pipes Philadelphia or
able for their formation. But the
during 1931. a little less than the terfield, Friendship; Rev. Robert
dered cast-iron pipe from England.
weather
bureau does not attempt to
total United States soldiers killed Sutcliffe, Bockland; Rev. A. E. Mor
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
New York followed, and subsequent
THOSE EARLY YEARS
predict tornadoes. Tornadoes are
in the World war, a United Press ris, Thomaston; Rev. J. M. Tranmer,
ly Baltimore. The superiority of
Union; Rev. I. H. Lidstone. Vinal
more numerous In the United States
survey reveals.
the cast-iron pipe created such a
T IS because parents do (whether ❖ think they desire, but which reflect
than most people realize. Many
Reports from 27 states and 12 haven.
demand
that
a
foundry
was
built
A they choose to or not) so abso only their own utter emotional in
William P. Cook fell from the
of those which pass over sparsely SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
representative cities show a decid
at Millville, N. J., In 1834.
lutely create and maintain the “at stability. Their position of power
settled parts of the country are 689 MAIN STREET
ed Increase In the automobile death trestlework of the Lime Rock Rail
TEL. 12511
mosphere" in which young boys un and domination Is for the moment
never reported. Only those which
ROCKLAND
toll. On the basla of a forecasted road, and was severely injured.
fold, that we have all the complica in danger and they fly to It’s de
“The Isle of Spice,” again played
M-tf
do damage to cities or towns are
decrease In registration of motor
Renaiuance Chair*
tions of boy life and development. fense first. The boy’s best welfare
brought to public attention. In the
vehicles, the report Indicates an Rockland
The
“
X-shnped
”
chairs
of
the
George M. Brainerd was re-elected
It is because parents do dominate conies second.
Middle West they are more numer
even greater Increase In comparison president of the Bodwell Granite Co
Renaissance were known as the Sa
almost exclusively the early years
A little lad is impetuously
ous In May and June than at any
with
cars
registered.
vonarola
and
the
Dante.
Interlaced
Barkentine
Kingdom
of
the
Holy
of youth, that we get later on so whipped or slapped In the face or
other time of the year.
Total
fatalities
for
the
entire
staves
figured
into
the
construction
Ghost
fleet
was
at
this
port
for
re

much Unit Is so entirely unsatisfac on the ears for annoying our own
United States Increased 2.5 per cent pairs.
of the former, and the chairs could
tory and ordinary in adolescent peace and comfort but without the
over last year. It is estimated. The
R. W. E. Thorndike joined the
be conveniently folded and placed
boys. Parents do provide both con slightest deliberate Intention on his
SERVICE & REPAIRS
Lucky Marriage Month*
A. E. F. official casualty figures list steamer City of Rockland as express
aside. They were first used as camp
sciously and unconsciously the part of being bad. Suddenly happi
The
belief
that
June
marriage*
37.541 as "killed In action.^______
messenger.
ALL MAKES OF SETs
chairs by dealers In military cam
••climate" in which boy-buds unfold ness, growing out of the busy ex
are luckier than those of other
The J. R. Richardson block at the
paigns. The Dante chair was th«
and unfortunately it is parents es ploration of his environment, his
months is a relic of Roman super
junction of Main and North Main
R. W. TYLER
scissors shape, usually of walnut,
sentially (and all other members natural curiosity to see inside, or
stition and mythology. An old
streets was bought by Everett O
elaborately
Inlaid
with
eertosina.
of the family) who contaminate that "how it works,” turns to sorrow.
I Women in Danger of
PHONE 58-23
Roman proverb says, “Prosperity to
Philbrook.
“climate” by their own “unsatisfied He is belittled, his budding person
Ivory or bone work, nnd decorated
• « ♦ *
the
man
and
happiness
to
the
maid
$
Becoming
Baldheaded
emotional stirrings,”
ality is affronted, his “self-regard
with luxurious brocades, velvets or
These births were recorded:
when married In June.” It was
X
Ixindon.—When your sweetleather on seat and back.
This Is especially evidenced In ing sentiment” is damaged. Instead
Rockland.
April
30.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
popularly supposed that the month
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
of
being
‘
’
cultivated"
he
Is
tem

*
heart,
or
wife,
bends
over,
do
the whole Held of hoy conduct and
Llewellyn Blackington of North
of June was named in honor of
porarily
blightetl,
puzzled,
baffled.
not
be
surprised
if
you
no

jiscipline again, and again—often
Haven, a daughter.
DENTIST
Juno, whose festival was held on
Big Mouth Has No Value
tice that she is becoming bald
parents exclaim "1 simply do not Resentment is born, an emotional
Rockland. April 23. to Mr. and Mrs
the
first
of
that
month.
Juno,
the
Although
the
mouth
of
the
baleen
302 Main St. Tel. 915-M Rocklanc
headed!
understand that hoy.” "The con conflict is set in motion. How very
Fred L. Snow, a daughter
wife of Jupiter, was the guardian
whale, the largest creature In the
duct of a hoy, which deviates from little all of this turmoil of soul Is
The hour of bald headed
Deer Isle, April 27, to Mr. and Mrs.
138*60
of
the
female
sex
from
birth
to
world, Is so large that a man could
the normal and which is unusual or understood or appreciated by par
£ men's revenge is at hand, acWallace A. Small, a daughter.
death,
and
also
the
patroness
of
ents.
Yet
multiplying
such
inci

stand
upright
In
it,
its
throat
Is
unexpected, is as great a mystery
X cording to London’s hairdress
Deer Isle, April 24, to Mr. and Mrs
L 5*
happy marriages. Another month
scarcely large enough to admit a
to the average parent as certain dents of the early years by the
John G. Davis, a son, Roswell Angus.
er ers. Many women are beglnwhich comes in for Its share of luck
thousands,
has
made
us
what
we
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
man
’
s
fist
nnd
the
tube
by
means
of
types of adult conduct as to the
Appleton,
April
26.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs,
nlng to lose their hair very
3V
to married couples is February.
which
its
food
reaches
Its
stomach
child. The average parent has little are and will do just the same for
Frank
Meservey,
a
son.
X rapidly due, it Is alleged to
& SON, Inc.
is about the size of a walking stick.
Rockland. May 8. to Mr. and Mrs
•it
or no comprehension of the under our sons.
the damages of continual bobIt
is
a
marvelous
advantage
to
I
Vesper A. Leach, a daughter, Helen
Since this huge animal Is toothless,
lying forces that account for tem
3o
Cemetery
Memorials
X
ging,
shingling
and
waving.
lie able to recall with some accur
Convent on the Rock
Hope, May 7, to Mr. and Mrs Wal
per, tantrums, fears and personality
It can therefore eat only very tiny
Titled women and aristo
•it
..
EAST UNION, MAINE
acy the days of your own youth
lace Robbins, a son.
If you want to see a real medie
creatures.
twists in a hoy, us lias the youth
4-tr
S'. S’- 94.
X crats of the “weaker sex” are
and be able to constantly see
41 .
Rockland. May 6. to Mr. and Mrs.
val convent In Italy go to Tuscany,
who is being punished for acts, the
things through the eyes of a boy.
among those who now sense
William E. Rich, a son
and from Bibiena you will he nhle
wrongness of which could not pos
When such is the case, many in
X the reported danger and are
A SHADOW PICTURE
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Rockland, May 18, to Mr. and Mrs.
to get to La Verna, the Convent on
sibly be within his comprehension.”
stances of grave injustices are
£ besieging their hairdressers *t* Raymond S. Bird, a son, Sidney
STEAMBOAT CO.
avoided. The more we understand
In the whole field of punishment
tbe
Rock,
either
on
foot
or
In
a
car

Billie
is
making
a
shadow
pic

X for treatment. Young wornWINTER ARRANGEMENT
M., 3d.
of child life and development the
and so-called discipline young hoys’
riage.
La
Verna
Is
indeed
on
the
ture
for
Dora.
He
says
she
must
GLOBE LAUNDRY
Steamer leave* Swan’* Island at 5.3
X en, some not past their thlr- *t’
Vinalhaven, May 18, to Mr. and guess what it is. If you take your
more we are impressed with the
parents often make grievous errors
summit of an Impressive rock, a A. M., Stonington 6.25, North. Haven 7-21
Portland, Maine
i’. ties, have been forced to regrave importance of wise and fair
Mrs. Arthur Arey. a son.
Vinalhaven
8.15, due to arrive at Rock
because they constantly resort to
Family Washing* strange wooded height amid barren
land about 9.30.
handling in the younger years.
X sume the long hair style to
Bangor, May 8, to Mr. and Mrs. pencil and join all the numbered Quality Work,
methods to secure the results the}'
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M
lands.
It
was
given
to
St.
Francis
dots
together,
starting
with
dot
«£). 1932, Western Newspaper Union.)
Callsd
For
and
Delivere-*
grow enough hair to cover
Albert H. Benner, a son, Eldem Up
2.45. North Haven 2.30, Ston
of Assisi by Conte Catanl, lord ot Vinalhaven
number one and ending with dot
Pared Delivery Service
Ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan
X their bald crowns.
ham.
I
bland
about
6.00 P. M.
Chlusl,
in
1213.
South Thomaston, May 18, to Mr. number farty-two. you will have
Walter Dorgan, TeL 106R
B. a. STINSON, uenerai
a
picturrof
the
shadow
animal.
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and Mrs. Frank Maloney, a son.
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Every-Other-Day

Rheumatics
Thrilled
.
When Torturing /

CLINE VERSUS PORTER

THERE’S A LION IN THE WAY

REGRETTED BY ALL

“IT’S EASY TO LOOK YOUNGER
THAN YOU ARE”

County Attorney Says Re
cent Shooting Was Strictly
Rev.
Kenneth
H.
Cassens
Sermonizes
With
Respect
Bible Quotations Illuminate This Further Passage Of
In Line With Official Duty
To Present World Conditions
Lively Prohibition Debate

Pains Are Stopped *

and
depressionMay 23. ate drinking” is commonly used by the about the evils of alcohol, some people righteousness,
St. Louis, Mo. “wets”, and was used by me to ex- j are still foolish enough to indulge in spiritual, moral, physical—is as in
press the idea defended by Mr. Porter, its use, then they assume the respons- evitable as sunset. The sun may not
I Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
The sluggard, in Proverbs 22.13, was set for six months in the arctic, but
E. W. Porter presents a mental pic- I in spite of his specific denial. He
ture of me, fidgeting and fretting says: “Drunkenness is always con- a man of wisdom and penetration for —it eventually goes from sight. We
thought in 1928 that good times wouid
under a self-imposed silence. Had 1 demned, but drinking is approved by once in his life.
No man more deeply abhorred sloth last forever, having lasted since
his claims gone undisputed, I prob- ! both precept and example.......... the
ably should have felt restless. But j object for which all should aim,—tem- than the collator of the Book of Prov- 1922—but our sins caught up with us.
And having caught up with us they
when I read the excellent responses perance. Mr. Edwards’ contention | etbs; no man condemned it in less
made by the various persons who- have that the mere act of drinking is im unsparing terms. Yet here, perhaps proceeded to the inevitable. Romans
even against the wish of the man who 6:23a is not a threat; it is a law ot
entered in this debate; and reading his moral is entirely untenable."
Now if these statements and the preserved it for us, is a proverb In nature. The remaining portion of the
letters, could see him squirming under
rest that go with them do not consti which the sluggard is absolutely right. verse is more a guidepost than a
the thrusts of his opponents.
The verse informs us: “The slothful promise. That sin pays in only one
Mr. Porter refers to our former days tute a defence of moderate drinking,
in the First Baptist Sunday School, with or without quotation marks, let man saith, ‘There is a lion without, I coin is observable in so many climes
and times that the wonder is that sin
and voices his disappointment that I Mr. Porter tell us exactly what they shall be slain in the streets.’ ”
Now, of course, it might seem from is tolerated. Ford proclaimed History
do not reflect more credit upon him do mean.
“Fanatical" is another such term. a casual perusal of the verse that the as Bunk— but the strange thing is
as a teacher. Apparently we have
both learned something more from While he has carefully avoided the sluggard was afraid of an imaginary that we prefer Bunkum to History.
the Scriptures in the years that have use of this word, the very language lion. We may condemn him for being This thing has happened before, and
C. H. Moor & Co.,322 Main Street, elapsed since then. Mr. Porter must of his denial seems a very good de held within by his own fears rather many times—and we know it—but we
Rockland, Maine
have done so. We must infer that he scription of such a one: a person of ex than the actuality of danger. His moan and groan, and say we don’t see
found nothing in the Bible then to cessive zeal, unsupported by intelli sloth was the ravenous beast which how the world could come to such a
condemn Prohibition, since he tells us gence or reason. He pays a tribute
pass.
BRISTOL
himself that he was a prohibitionist. to the sincerity and high purpose of
Then some good citizen arises, and
It may be that my present position the ’’dfys”, but seldom fails to as
says: “Let's scare the lion. Let's be
Mrs. Lettie Prior was a caller <jn more nearly reflects his teaching at sociate them with Al. Capone and his
optimistic.”
Mrs. Robinson last week.
kind. It is interesting to note that I
that time, than docs his own.
So the "Buy Now" campaign arises.
Mrs. Levi Carter has arrived home
Mr. Porter ci'a'bnges the applica Capone, on his way to the peniten- A little more money is scared out to
after a visit with her daughter Mrs. tion of three passages of scripture to tiary the other day, denied that he J
join the vanished dollars.
Charles Gifford at Round Pond.
which I made reference. The fourth was for prohibition. His words, as I
The word “Depression" is banned.
Mrs. Ida Poland had a chopping he ignores entirely. Will he teli us quoted in the press: “Anybody who!
And more of our reserves go to join
match Friday. Those taking part why?
says I’m for prohibition is all wet.” J
it in its banishment.
were: Sherbon Carter, Lew Poland,
He was using slang, but he also stated i
Millions are spent on public works
Alphonso Willey, Mr. Hyson and two
since he denies that the story of a truth he didn’t intend. When you
—out of the billions appropriated. It
sons, Fred Teel, Thomas Poland, Mr. > the Rechabitcs in.Iicat -s d'sa.prova: hear anybody say that Capone (or his'
would be lese majeste to suggest that
Martin, Albert Elwell.
of wine-drinking. I will leave that to kind) is for prohibition you know at
other millions have disappeared in
Mrs. E. O. Thompson has arrived ! the judgment of our readers, and once that that person is “wet”!
the capacious pork barftl.
Let me call attention to one in-!
home after being in Friendship for ! draw another application from his
In short, we as a people and a world
a few days.
own comment upon i . He sa s. in stance in particular in which Mr.
are engaged in saying "Boo!” to the
Mrs. Hattie Simmons has returned effect, that Cod co amended their Porter contradicts his own arguments.
lion.
home after being with her daughter, j obedience to the command cf the One of the favorite arguments lor
What our danger needs is conquest,
Mrs. Harold Yates at Round Pond.
founder of their tribe. According to repeal is that the sale of “regulated”
not scaring. We came into depression
Mr. and Mrs. Sherbon Carter have ! the custom of the time this was “the liquor will put the bootleggers out of
by the road of greed and bestiality—
been visiting friends and relatives at j law,” to them. Is not this an example business, and incidentally decrease
and until the Christian Church dares
Pleasant Point.
; of respect for, and obedence lo ‘tne kidnaping and similar crimes. But in
to rise up and call greed and sin bv
Nearly everyone has their farming ' law” that Mr. Porter and his asso- his last letter he states that the in
their right names, and smite with all
done at Loudville
j ciates might well follow? But he will crease in kidnaping is due to the fact
it* power at these entrenched evils—
Mrs. Viola Poland is at New Har- | say that he does not dirobey the law that the depression reduced the profits
! the wolf will continue to camp on the
bor working.
or counsel its discbtdlcne?. Let us of the bootleggers, and they turned
, doorstep of civilization.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Garland were see.
to kidnaping. He says: “This is be
"What can wc do?” is the chorus.
in Round Pond recently.
1 In his letter of Feb. 1, 1930, he yond the realm of coincidence. The
The ballot boxes are not yet open.
Guv Robinson and brother Millard : says: "Not only the criminal class in liquor gangsters became kidnap gang Out of Present Conditions Rev. Mr. When they are, every decent-minded
and their mother Mrs. C. N. Robin- great numbers openly defy it. but a sters.”
Cassens Draws Some Striking Con- citizen will have hls chance to vote.
If this is true, and repeal will run
son were Rockland visitors last week large percentage of all other classes,
riu'ions
“We can’t lick the machines!" is
Ronald Yates has returned to his among them the best citizens proudly the bootleggers out of business, acthe cry.
home in Round Pond. He has been boast of their defiance of the Fed ral coiding to his own reasoning they
You don’t want to lick the ma
chained him within doors; his lazi
very ill at his grandmother’s, Mrs Constitution, and treat with contempt, v.ould all turn to kidnaping or some ness was more than equal to the in chines. Like the lazy hypocrite cf
Simmons of Loudville.
similar
racket.
the Government representatives.” I
ancient Palestine, you would rat-het
The radio brought us the echo ol vention of excuses—nay, reasons— sit on the spot marked “X" (where
leave to the judgment of our readers
why
he
need
not
venture
out.
if calling them “the best citizens” does New York’s Beer Parade. A fitting
NORTH WARREN
But let us grant his statement to the kick should land) than to bestir
not imply approval of their defiance picture of both the rank and file, and
yourselves and construct your own
the leaders of anti-prohibition, as be true. If we grant the fact of the machine.
of the Constitution.
Corrupt and farcical
Friends of Ray Kalloch of Thom
He objects to my application ot well as their constructive ideas for the lion, we grant the truth of the entire politics brought us into our present
aston are glad to learn that he is so Paul's advice regarding meat offe ed return of prosperity! The largest statement. If a lion did roam the
far recovered as to be able to ride to idols, Mr. Porter is quibbling. city in America, in population, in streets—and in those times of wild condition—shall we follow the same
out. He was a caller at Edwin Kal- Our Lord said: “The letter killeth, wea'th, and in corruption, if we are weapons, and little endeavor at co- blind leaders of the blind deeper into
the morass, or shall we plant them
loch’s Thursday.
but the spirit maketh alive." Meat of to credit the news of the day; the and dangerous countrysides, crude
Elmer Nash has been ill with fered un'.o idols, a live problem in financial metropolis of the world, and operative taming of the countryside, where the grass grows greenest and
grippe cold.
Paul’s day, has ceased to be such, but its mayor heading a beer parade! We the lion was more likely to be real proceed to clean things up as they
Mrs. Aubvne Hawes and family of if the use of alcoholic beverages is not looked in vain for Mr. Porter’s name than imaginary—if he did roam the should have been cleaned up long
Union spent Tuesday afternoon with an offering to the idol of self-indui- in the list of notable people, who streets, and the sluggard met him, ago?
More things than the ballot box are
her mother Mrs. Iza Mank.
gence. what is it? I refuse to admit showed their patriotism by following the sluggard was due to be the princi
in our hands. We have powerful
pal feature at a leonine banquet.
Nearly all the gardens suffered any misapplication.
him.
But I am not defending the slug weapons in the Initiative and Re
frdm the severe freeze last Monday
And they stopped one minute as a
Mr. Porter seems to have a parti
night.
,cular
____ fondness for Paul’s advice to mark of respect to the memory of gard. If there were a lion in the ferendum laws that protect the citi
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Daniels of East Timothy: "Use a little wine for thy the Lindbergh child. What a gro .treets, he had but one duty as a good zens of most of our states. If the legis
Union were recently callers at Edwin I stomach’s sake and tljine oft infirm- tesque gesture! Had they paused for citizen. That was the duty expressed, latures will not bring about a clean
Crawford’s.
. ity.” This is at least the second time only one minute at the grave of each perhaps, in the adventure of Benaiah up of the messss about us—use them.
Joe Robbins and his mother who , he has quoted it in his letters. Let , baby beside the beer parade of the ben Jehoiada,* who scrambled into a Better than these, even, is the power
have been living in Thomaston the us again call attention to the fact that past, it would be a long time getting snowy pit, and, on that insecure foot ful weapon of Bovco’t If your thea
ing and in that necessarily hand-to- tres revel in salacious productions,
past few years have returned to their the 18th Amendment does not pro-| started again!
hand fighting carved out undying end their sway by stopping their
old home here.
hibit wine as a medicine, but only as
Mr. Porter describes Maine's repu tame and lion steak with cheerful income. If vour local officials refuse to
Mabel Crawford is ill with grippe. \ a beverage. If Mr. Porter cr any of
Brothers night will soon be ob- I his associates have stomach disoiders, tation in a way that is extravagant, equanimity. Or this lazy citizen administer the laws of the land—in
served at White Oak Grange, to be and can convince a doctor that wine and I believe, unjust, “one of the might have followed the stellar ex cluding the unpopular but consti
Eighteenth Amendment
ample of the Shepherd David,+ who, tutional
followed later by sisters night.
is the proper remedy, thev can still worst of the rum-iunning states.”
It has no such reputation here. when his flock was endangered by a with its companion laws—deposit
It is good to hear cheering reports obtain it, legally. Personally, I have
from Mrs. H. D. Post who is ill at the not faith in it, but that is beside From its situation, bounded on two lion end a bear, proceeded by the them gently but firmly to one side and
sides by one of the principal sources same style of courageous infighting to install officers who will keep their
home of her daughter in Rockland. I the point.
and friends here hope soon to see
Since he quotes Paul in support ot of smuggled liquor; a long coast line put an end to further depredations oaths of office. If any man stands in
the wav, tell him where he gets off—
her home again.
his opinion, let us see what he will adjacent to that same source and on the part of the attackers.
L. Mank is spending a few days in < make of this straightforward state- others, the problem of enforcement I But such procedure was beyond the and see that he does.
The Christian Church is the only
Rockland.
: ment from Paul’s letter to the Ro- is more complicated there than in | capacities of the lazy blackguard who
Albert Hill underwent an operation j mans. 14:21, “It Is good neither to some interior State. But if the news uspected the presence of the lion body in the world today that can meet
lor appendicitis last Friday at Knox cat flesh, nor to drink wine nor any of the day, to which our attention is and he did well to refrain from a and end the problems that confront
Hospital. The members cf North thing whereby thy brother stumbleth, so often called, can be relied upon, it lackadaisical slap on the wrist which It. If the Church sits silent, who will
has grappled with the problem in a would have resulted in a mess for the be the prophet to lead us out?
Warren Sunday school, of which he j or is offended, or is made weak.”
I must add a wainirg Independent
watchmen to clean up before morn
is a member, sent letters and gifts to j Mr. Porter criticises my use ol fairly creditable manner.
He refers to the fact that some ing. If he had not the courage to ly of other folk, I note many evi
help him through the lonely hours, 'quotation marks. The term “modergood people in the past used liquor, ■ally forth and meet the suspected dences of one thing. I have discovered
and still made pretty fair history. danger, it was the part of good com that better men than myself are ar
What can this mean if not a defense mon sense and mighty bad citizenship riving at the same conclusion. That
of its use today? Such reasoning is to sit on the place that should have is this: if things c-nt.inue as they ar?,
Lotated on R icon
absurd whether considered from a been kicked and leave the lion to the we face a time of blood and destruc
Hih Htxi 'o tht
material or a religious viewpoint. Our tender mercies of some man who was, tion that will ma' e the Russian Rev
forefathers conquered the wilderness perhaps, foolhardy, reckless, heedless olution look like a child's war of tinStall Homt
using oxteams and the crudest kind —and possessed of guts enough to go soldiers.
Hungry bellies are no’, conducive to
of tools; they won the war of inde and do a job that had tc be done re
pendence with flintlock muskets and gardless of the danger and the prior thought. And unless the Christian
Church and all its members arouses to
similar arms; some of them, acquired responsibility of other men.
education and culture with no better
So the sluggard went back to his i realization that Jesus meant what
lights than tallow candles. Is that lumbers, and the lion went his way He said as to loving ono’s neighbor,
Just a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
any reason why we should not adopt unmolested, thanking his lucky stars the Christian Church will some day.
and shopping centers
and use the better things that progress that he had not had to poison his collectively and individually, dangle
pith ioth lw up. Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service.
has placed at our disposal?
claws in the carcass of a man so from telephone poles at the end of
creaking hempen rones. I, as a paster,
On the religious side let us refer cowardly.
BEACON STREET
to Acts 17:30, “and the times of this Those of you who are minded like will probably grace the flagpole on
BOSTON MASS
ignorance God winked at; but now the sluggard had better stick your ome city hall. We face, not mere
commandeth all men everywhere to fingers in your cars right now. I’m financial difficulty, but flaming hatred
repent,.” Paul is not dealing here with on my way to an application of the if the mass for those who should have
alcohol. He is stating a principle that lesson, and it isn’t going to be pleas been its leaders but who have been
aids and abettors of its oppressors
should govern all conduct. We can ant.
What man dares to live as Jesus chal
not pattern our b?havior exactly by
We face a lion today.
The Ideal Hotel for You in BOSTON
the rules of conduct of our fore
It is a real lion—and we have lenged him to live—give away even
Is The New
his surplus clothing, his surplus food?
fathers. If we do no belter than named him Depression.
they did we have failed to do as well
When he roars, many a good citi Such a man is meeting the future and
for we begin where they left off. zen cowers beneath the bedclothes doing hie bit to avert the miseries that
rather than where they began. Civil and sticks his fingers in his ears. hall come upon us—but he cannot
George T. Cavanaugh, Mgr.
ization is progress Religion is prog It is not a pleasant duty, this business do it alone.
You who sit among money bags,
ress. “Thy kingdom come, thy will of meeting actual danger and dis
At North Station
smugly smiling at this "callow ex
be done, on earth."
tress
with
straightforward
courage.
DIRECT ENTRANCE FROM B. <C
DEPOT
Mr. Porter has a Bible as well as I. It is much easier to sit at home and position of half-baked thought”—
He knows how to find what he wants wait for some one else to clean up the take care that you and your money
as well as I. Since he criticizes my lion, to leap into the snowy pit, to bags do not dangle from another
All Transit Facilities at Door
references, let him take his Bible and salvage the luckless sheep who are end of the same rope that the Church
seek for those that condemn the traf being carried away. It is easier to sit will some day grace.
A TOWER OF
You who sit in your offices of imfic, by one name or another. It he and ruminate than to fling one's self
HOSPITALITY
will do this with a prayer to God to into the combat and fight, thought oortance and power — remember
Each Room equipped with a Tub and Shower - - Built-in
reveal the truth, he will find more fully.
courageously,
persistently, that the power of Roman Eagle fell
Radio Speaker (Three Station Service) - - Tiekless Electric
than I can show him. Let any sincere against the danger that menaces us. screaming in the dus‘, while the
Clock - - Servidor - - Circulating Ice Water - - French
reader do the same. These passages
What are the causes of our present humility of the Cross of Christ en
Telephone - - Full Length Mirror.
are too many for these columns. I danger? What always causes decline dured the crashing of empires and the
New England’s Most Modernly Equipped
vyill tell you why I make this proposal. in a civilization? Two things; luxury changing of the cours1 of world even's
Mr. Porter is not trying to convince and bestiality. They roam the high not through its worldly power, but
and Perfectly Appointed Hotel.....................
me that prohibition is wrong. He is ways together. Let a nation wrap its consecration to an ideal that shall
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster Bar, and Soda
trying to convince himself. And all itself in ease, and it rolls in the smut yet change the world, shall yet bring
Fountain offer wide variety of (ood and service
the time he knows differently.
immediately. Lay down the rugged all its warring purposes together un
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
I
respectfully
submit
some
of
the
virtues, despise brotherhood, equity, der the iron rule of the Master of the
For One—$2.50 up. For Two—$4.00 up
Ages, King of Kings and Lord of
results of my own study of the Bible.
Write for Descriptive Literature
Lords.
First, every individual directly respon
•II. Samuel 23:20.
And you of the Christian Church—
sible to God for each word and action
t I. Samuel 17:34-35.
Hotel Manger, North Station, Boston, Mass.
wake to your opportunity and the
in life. There is no escaping this
53*137
world’s need and shake your should
except by grace. Second’y, we are
responsible to God for others. The ibility themselves, "If he turn not ers, cast aside your sloth: meet the
question of Cain, “Am I my brother’s from his way, he shall die in his world's greed and bestiality and sin
keeper?" echos on down to the end, iniquity, but thou hast delivered thy where they raven and tear at the fab
ric of civilization; smash these lions
and is answered emphatically, “Yes!” soul.”
If the advocates of repeal have any of corruption and violence as they
Stated in many ways, it is perhaps
nowhere clearer or more definite than reasonable, workable alternative, they hould be smashed: and devote ,vour
than in Ezekiel 33:1 to 20 verse. It is are keeping it a close secret. Return lives to the cause that still dares
well and briefly expressed) in a part ing to state regulation is not a substi- proclaim, after nineteen centuries of
of the eighth verse, “That wicked I tute, it is merely a ‘‘passing of the the world’s wrong and failure, that
Dispose of them now and receive highest market price
man shall die in his iniquity, but his | buck”, a shirking of responsibility. ‘The Kingdoms of this world shall
Solomon has adequately and force- become the Kingdoms of Our Lord
blood will I require at thy hand.”
No lot too large, none too small
But Mr. Porter will hasten to say i fully described such an action as re and of His Christ!”
It’s waking up time. There’s a lion
that this is a responsiblity to warn pealing the 18th Amendment without
Call Cohen Bros.
others rather than to make them good i a carefully planned alternative. It is without. As Christ’s representative
Largest Shippers in Maine
in this lost, straved and stolen world,
found in Proverbs 26:11.
by force.
WHAT IS OUR ANSWER?
c-o Chas. McKellar
Read it for yourselves.
If in spite of the 18th Amendment,
Kenneth H. Cassens
Randall E. Cline,
WARREN, ME.
and the best enforcement that we
TELEPHONE 2-3
Lubec, Maine.
62 Tues. tf
can secure, supplemented by education i 6220 Bailey Pl. St. Louis, Mo.
A doctor met with sueh
phenomenal success In
* treating rheumatism that
his office was always
crowded
with
patients
from far and near.
He
was finally induced to
mate ms outstanding prescription availa
ble through drug stores so all sufferers
could benefit. Thousands who never dream
ed such a thing possible have won absolute
freedom from the torturing pains of rheu
matism. neuritis, jumbago and neuralgia
with this amazing prescription. Makes no
difference now intense the pain or now
long you’ve suffered if very first thrde
doses don't bring blessed, comforting relief
druggist will refund your money. There
are no opiates or narcotics in Ru-No-Ma.
Swift and powerful yet absolutely Harm
less. Why waste time with anything that
doesn't stop your pain? If Ru-No-Ma does
that you know you will get well
Delay
only causes suffering Try this fast worhIng prescription that puts bedridden, painracked sufferers on their feet ready for
work or play!

Hotel Bellevue

Hotel MANGER

500 Rooms

ATTENTION POULTRY OWNERS

Broiler Season About to Start

says Gilda Gray

The following statement oy Coun
ty Attorney Ensign Otis in regard to
the tragic death of Edgard Benner
at Cushing Friday night was received
too late for publication in Saturday's
Issue:
The tragic outcome of the escape
of Edward Benner from the County
jail is naturally a source of deep re
gret to all, not only the officers who
were engaged in the pursuit but to all
the County officials directly or indi
rectly connected with the case.
Immediately after being notified
late last evening that Benner had
been brought back to Rockland,
wounded, I went to Cushing and
made an investigation of the circum
stances leading up to the shooting.
I was informed that Benner was in
Cushing a considerable part of the
afternoon, and in the course of a call
on acquaintances there, made very
definite threats against members of
the household. The locality to which
he went was not one to which he
would have gone had he been bent
merely upon escape, as it is a narrow
peninsula offering almost no practi
cal outlets. This fact, combined with
the threats reported to the officers
gave them every reason to believe
that Benner was intending further
offenses against law and order. The

“Yes indeed I am 32 years old,” says
Gilda Gray, fascinating stage and
screen star. “On the stage you have
to stay youthful, so we are very care
ful about our complexions. I’ve used
Lux Toilet Soap for years.”
Of the 694 important Hollywood
actresses, including all stars, 686 use
fragrant white Lux Toilet Soap reg
ularly. Buy several cakes—at only
ten centsl— today.

officers had good reason to believe
that the fugitive was armed, and at
the time they observed him he was
returning in the direction of the
house whose occupants he had
threatened.
Under these circumstances, and in
view of the fact that he was repeat
edly called upon to return to the
shore before the officers fired upon
him, I am compelled to the opinion
that this action was strictly in line
with their duty and that they had, in
fact, no other available method of
preventing the escape.

First Girl—“I don’t see how you
could engage yourself to that old
Mr. Wiggs. He hasn’t a tooth in
his head and is pretty near bald."
Second Girl—“Well, my dear, you
shouldn’t be too severe on him; he
was born that way."—Boston Tran
script.

BCM CIGARS
34tf

ION-WIDE
SERVICE GROCERS

ROCKLAND DISTRICT-WEEK OF MAY 30
THE MILK THAT EVERYONE LIKES

19

Nation-Wide MilK-Evap. j ™
FOR THE QUICK MEAL

2 - XJ’

Nation-Wide Fish Cakes
SUNSHINE DAISY

A toothsome molasses cookiepiled high with fluffy marsh
mallow—generously topped with
shredded

e

coconut

POUND

urn I urn! delicious

NEW LOW PRICE

TAYLOR’S GRAPE JUICE

Bottle

PURE CONCENTRATED

15

-—

WILL NOT “BAKE OUT”

Splendid Imt. Vanilla

2 25*

Bird’s Cut Golden Wax Beans 2
Port of Gold Fancy Large Shrimp

Cans

Can

LAWRENCE'S FAMOUS NEW

Hulled Corn
VINEGAR Pure

Big

ENGLAND DISH

CAMAY SOAP
OAKITE

Full Pint

Cider

Jug

FOR LOVELY
SKIN

CLEANS A MILLION

WATERGLASS

Can

25*
16*
19*
9*
xr
25*
19

THINGS

3
2

EGGS ARE PRICED LOW—

b...

Large

PRESERVE THEM

NATION-WIDE TEAS
Orange Pekoe
Formosa Oolong

Pound Bag

Vi Pound Bag

33*
20*

FOR THE SMOKERS

FOR THE CANDY EATERS

LUXURY TOBACCO

Hershey’s Almond Bar
Full *R<<C

3

25*

H Lb.

XX

DON’T FORGET NATION-WIDE BUTTER

In Everybody’s Column

;;

TO LET

MISCELLANEOUS

- »1
• ♦
♦

Advertisements In this column not to
exceed three lines inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time.
ROOM furnished apartment to | ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
10 cents for three times. Six words let.FIVE
good location, rent reasonable, prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
make a line.
ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel
52-tf
—------------------------------------------------ 52-tf I ALL KINDS mason work, chimneys,
FIVE ROOM flat, all modern. 23 I plastering, cellars, walks, patching. Call
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT, at 608 Main St.. 3d floor or Tel. 78
240 Broadway.
52-tf CHARLES W. SPRAGUE__________ 64*66
THREE desirable rents. $15. $18 or $25
CONSULT THE PSYCHIC who knows.
month. ERNEST C. DAVIS, at Fuller- Learn how to turn your ability into cash
62-tf and all about the National depression.
IN MAIN ST., evidently lost from car. Cobb-Davis.
lady’s photograph found. Can be had
FURNISHED three room apartment to 27 PARK ST. Hours 1 p. m. to 8 Spe
at The Courier-Gazette office.
64-65 let. rear 11 Masonic St. Near postoffice. cial low fee. 50 cents and $1.00. ladies.
MRS
E K. MILLS.
54-tf Satisfaction.______________________ 63*63
POCKETBOOK lost Saturddy between
ROCKLAND Body and Fender Shop.
Senter Crane’s and Newberry's. Finder
$40 RENT for $25 on Brewster St., five
please leave at COURIER-GAZETTE rooms, all modern, furnished or unfur Body, wood, top and glass work, welding,
spraying
and fender work. TEL. 466-M.
office. Reward.
65*67 nished
MIKE ARMATA. The Men’s
63-tf
Shop. Park%t.
64-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let at 556
Mam St. Inquire at FULLER-COBB♦ DAVIS.___________________________ 53-tf '
FIVE rooms to let upstairs at 14 Pleas- I
ant St., all modern, hot water system. | I
63-tf
ROOMERS wanted, with or without H. B BARTER. Call 25.
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres,
board MRS. E. C. GRANT. 184 South
FIVE room apartment to let. furnished j
Main St. Tel. 526-M.
63-tf or unfurnished, all modern; also one I modern buildings, pasture land. hay.
apple
orchards, lumber and fire wood
HIGH school girl wanted for mother’s large room on Main St. Inquire DAVID I MRS H P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
65-67 I St Camden. Tel. 2597.___________ 52-tf
helper during summer. Write MRS. B., RUBENSTEIN. Tel. 1285.
care of Courier-Gazette.
64*66
MODERN three room and bath apart- ! OVER 50 acres of blueberry land in
ONE BEAUTIFUL pure white full ment at 608 Main St., $3.50 per week Pleasantville. Warren, also fine wood lot.
MIKE
ARMATA.
62-tf . for sale. CHARLES PERRIN. Warren.
shaggy male cat. with blue eves wanted.
Pay $5. BAY VIEW FARM. North Haven.
AT 30 HIGH STREET three furnished _________________________________ 64*66
62*67 rooms or single room to let. bath and
ABOUT three acres land at The High
OVERHAUL your old shoes and see if garage, all modern. For information see lands with barn and cellar thereon, for
49-tf sale. Nice building spot. TEL. 217-W
repairing wont do ’em good. They may HILL DANE. Tel 427.
look shabby but we've a first-class artist
FOUR ROOM apartment to let at 17 _________________________________ 63-tf
who can restore ’em as good as new’. Grove St. Apply to DR. R. W. BICK
SMALL seven room house for sale, at
Costs hardly anything.
ROCKLAND FORD.____________________________56-tf
South Warren, lights, bath, electric
SHOE REPAIR SHOP. opp. Baptist
FIVE
ROOM
apartment
to
let.
all
water
system, never failing spring, barn
Church.__________________________ 64*66 ,
modern, at 35 OCEAN ST. Apply on attached; also small building suitable
FORD TRUCK wanted, with dual J premises.
63*65 j for garage, one acre land. Inquire MRS
wheels, steel body, automatic hoist, j
SMALL single house, clean and cosy, to | M P. JORDAN. Brooklyn Heights. Thom
cheap for cash; also electric sewing ma
aston. Tel. 57-4.
62*73
chine w’anted. C. E. GROTTON. Rock let. Family with children preferred. I
port.
64*66 . MABEL RAWLEY. 130 Main St. Tel.
676-M.____________________________ 53-tf |
a
WE WANT agents to sell our hosiery. j
♦
Special proposition.
Best qualities. I FIVE ROOM unfurnished tenement to
let
at
79
Grace
St.
CALL
163-M.
56-tf
I
♦
Complete line Large profits. LeBARON
HOSIERY CO.. Everett. Mass.______ 64*69
4 1
SUMMER or year around boarders j
400
CHICKS
hatched
May
15
Will
sell
WHEN
IN
BOSTON
—
You
can
buy
wanted. MISS BERTHA JONES. Port
as clay olds, If taken within a week. !
Clyde___________________________ 60*63 1 copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the These
are S. C. R Reds and out of an 1
home news, at the Old Scuth News
CHAUFFEUR'S position wanted. Good Agency. Washington 8t. next Old South 87 per cent hatch. From accredited 1
mechanic, experienced, references. NEL | Church; also at M. Andelman's. 284 Tre stock. E. C. TEAGUE, Warren. Phone
SON E FLANDERS. Waldoboro
65*67 mont St.
J3-42.
60-tfJ

» «

REAL ESTATE

EGGS AND CHICKS

If you have a cottage to let or
desire summer boarders advertise the
fact In this paper where thousands
will read of It.

CLASSIFIED ADS
In answering blind ads in these columns, please
be certain to use the precise address given in
the ads. Write the address plainly. Letters
brought to The Courier-Gazette office do not
require stamps. Always inclose your answers
in sealed envelopes. In reply to advertise
ments where references are asked for do not
send the original references—send copies of
them only.

Notice To Out Of City Readers
Ads containing only a phone number may be
answered by simply addressing a letter to that
phone number in care of The Courier-Gazette.

••• ••• «•*■•*■•**•*

gp

♦

TO LET

*

♦

.«• $p

|p

AT VINALHAVEN. The best accom' modatlons for travelers or summer peo1 pie Nice quiet place. 15 PLEASANT ST.
64*71
AT CRESCENT BEACH, for sale or to
f( let for the season, large furnished cot
tage; everything modern, two car garage.
EDW. O B. GONIA Tel. 710
59-tf
SIX ROOM bungalow to let at Vinal
haven. beautifully located, all modern
improvements, furnished; large sun
1 porch. Ideal summer place. References.
F. W. GREENLAW. P. O. Box 363, Vinal
haven.____________________________ 63*71
SPRUCE Cottage, opposite Shore Acres,
to let for season, furnished; electric
lights, water nearby: two or three adults.
L. Q. HUPPER. Tel. Tenant's Harbor
52-11.
59-67
SIX ROOM cottage with garage. Cres
cent Beach, five miles from the City of
Rockland, to let for July and August.
, Apply MRS ALBERTA ROSE. 26 Claren| don St.. Rockland.
59-tf
j “HIRAM SMALL HOMESTEAD. Crescent Beach to let for season. EDNA M.
SMALL. 486 Boylston St., Boston. Mass.
61*66

|p

LIVE STOCK

♦

IP
•».
••• .«•
•••
Ip I
.«.
••• ••• *•• *•• ••• •••
FOUR new milch cows for sale. PETER '
TWO furnished rooms for light house
keeping to let; water, gas, lights. E. N EDWARDS. 271 Limerock St. Tel. 80S-J. :
___ ___________________________ C4-66
SYLVESTER, 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J
52-tf
EIGHT good fresh cows for sale In
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit quire B O NORTON. Belfast. Me. 65-67
able for family of two or three, at 15
TWO FEMALE Boston terriers, 1»2 and |
Summer St. Apply to MRS. FBO6T 2 years. Cheap. Very small One fe-|
Tel. 318-W_______________________ 52-tf male Wiiite Spitz. 3 mo., one male Red
WELL furnished apt. of 3 rooms and Chow 7 weeks YORK'S KENNELS. Ill
65-67
unfurnished apt. of 5 rooms. 12 KNOX Pleasant St.. City. Tel. 293-W
ST Tel 156-W__________________ 65-tf
LAWN MOWER SHARPENING is a
HEATED apartment to let. all modern
Improvements, janitor service. Inquire specialty of CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409
Main
St., Rockland.
52-tf
91 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel 552-W
65*67

|p

By Gregory’s
l didn't EXPtCT IT WOULD
1HIS STRAW CAMt FROM

ITS RftlHlHO* ,HPkL.
YOU FOUL'D HAVE
saooG+rr AU0N<y a
one MAN TOP FOR.
VQOfc NEW STR.AW.

GREGORYS
ANO IT TAKES MORE
THAN A &HOWE-R OF
RAIN TO DiSCOURA&E
—r THEIR HATS- r—10—

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!
Keys made Vo order. Keys maae
to fit locks when original keys are
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
books provide keys for all locks
without bother.
Scissors and
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices

Crie Hardware Co.
408 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 791
•6-tf

by Cultivating Hobby
If more people had real hobbles
there would be fewer eases of nerv
ous breakdown, according to Dr. H.
F. Kilander, writing In Ilygein, the
Health Magazine. Hobbies keep
children out of mischief and they
relieve the monotony of routine life
for adults. It Is well to lie able to
lose oneself for an hour, an eve
ning, or even for, a day in some
thing that is not related to the daily
tasks, this author related.
A desirable liobby should furnish
enjoyment, pleasure and gratifica
tion ; it should require a minimum
of equipment and expense, in Doc
tor Kilunder's opinion. Many hob
bies may be distinctly educational.
Literature, music and astronomy are
examples of that type. Physical us
well ns mental health may be Im
proved by a hobby; sports are of
distinct value.
Many hobbies are started acci
dentally without forethought. It Is
well, however, suggests Doctor Ivilnnder, that parents and educators
Should plan indirectly to guide chil
dren in certain desirable interests
in order that their leisure time may
be wisely spent.
Recreation lias become a neces
sity, writes Doctor Kilander. The
trends of the times indicate tlint the
schools must include more training
In the use of leisure time not only
for tlie years that the student Is In
school but also for the time when
he is an adult

U. S. Revenue Dropped
Off Billion in 1931

You as a merchant should therefore, be sure that jour
“store news” is being placed in the hands of ALL of
these potential buyers BEFORE these family “buying
decisions” have been reached ... To do so economically

♦

1930 FORD Coupe for sale, like new.
price right. FREDERICK WALTZ. 165
Broadway Tel. 392-M.____________ 63-65
STU DEBAKER—1926 Coach—Must do
seen to be appreciated. Only $64 down.
SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St.
Phone 1250, Rocklnnd._________ 46*56P&R
AUTOMOBILE STORAGE. $4 per month
dead; $5 per month live. NILO’S GARAGE.___________________________ 56-tf
DODGE - 1929 Sedan—This is a Senior
and is mechanically right. Looks and
runs perfect. A dandy buy; $75 down
payment takes it. SEA VIEW GARAGE,
689 Main St. Phone 1250, Rockland.
46*56 P&R
ESSEX- 1927 Sedan -In good running
order. Will give someone a lot of eco
nomical transportation .$45 down. SEA
VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St. Phone
1250, Rockland.
46*56 P&R

1 Beets ....................................
Beets, mangel-wurzel

Washington. — Internal revenue
collections dropped more than a bil
lion dollars In 1931 as compared
with 1930, the Treasury depart
ment reported.
Tax revenues from all sources
last year amounted to $1,914,054,022
while In 1930 they totaled $2,932,966,000. The biggest drop was In
income taxes, though revenues
from this source still accounted for
most of the receipts.
The report shows a total of $1.268.035,40" In Income taxes was
collected last year as compared
with $2,332,908,393 In 1930.
Of this amount $800.80S,537 was
collected from corporations and
$507,220,929 from individuals In
1931. During the previous year
corporations paid $1,090,372,611.
This s'.iows a drop of almost 50 per
cent In Income taxes paid by Indi
viduals.

................

..............
..............
i Beets, turnip.....................
.............
Beet Greens ..................... **.................
' Blackberries ........................................
’Blueberries ......... .................................
Bran and shorts .............
.Buckwheat .......................

; Beets, sugar ...............

Carrots ...........................
ICorn, cracked .................
| Corn, Indian ......................
Cranberries
...................
Currants ...............................
I Dandelions ..........................
I Feed .........................................

! Flaxseed ....„....................
Hair ...................................
Kale

_......................................

Lime
Meal
Meal,
Meal,

. .................................
(except oatmeal)
corn ......................
rye .... ...................

Parsley

.................................

Parsnips ..........................
Peaches, dried ..............
Peanuts, green ..............
Peanuts, roasted ............
■ Pears
........... „...............
: Peas, smooth ................
Peas, unshelled. green
Peas, wrinkled
Potatoes ...........
Poiatoea, sweet
Quinces ..............
Raspberries .....
Rice, rough .....
Rye ......................

Adella P. Veazie

Don't call them jonquils unless you
are sure you are right.
I find nearly all my visitors call
my double Van Sion narcissus biossoms jonquils. Because a spring flower is double and yellow it doesn’t fol- !
low that it must be a jonquil. Look
at the leaves and see if they are round
like a pencil or a rush, then you may
| safely call it a jonquil. If the leaves
are flat it is a narcissus. Jonquils be
CO long to the narcissus family but
60 there are many varieties
“narcis- ;
60 sus, most of them coming of
under
under the 1
60
common name of daffodil, or
12
colloquially "daffy.”
40
I often wonder why flower lovers I
42
do not more often experiment with
20
48 more varieties of spring and summer
50 blooming bulbs for many of these are
50 hardy and as easily cared for as the
56 three old stand-bys, tulips, crocuses
32 and narcissus, and most of them are
40 teally charming when in flower.
12 There is chionodoxa, often called
sending
out
50 "glory-of-the-snow,”
58 clusters of bright blue along with the
11 crocuses; scilla campanulata, another
12 blue flower, and why do we so seldom
70 see the giant yellow crocus? Frittil50 larla Meleagris or guinea hen flower
50 blooms later, but is so peculiar that
50 it always attracts attention. The'
35 colors are soft pastel shades and are
32 arranged in checks alternating with
52 white and looking as if they must
S have been produced artificialljy. An
45 other and larger frittillaria ca..ed
33 “Crown Imperial" is odd and desir
22 able though the color is not brilliant
20 but a sort of light brick red.
58
60
28
56
60
54
48
40
44
5G
70

I
|

• • • •
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House Paint
job like a
good'suit ofclothes?
FINELY-TAILORED suit
often costs
only a few dollars more than a
"shoddy,” "hand-me-down”
suit. But for these few extra dol
lars you get extra style and extra
quality. And your good clothes
outwear the cheap suit, twice
over. In the end they actually
cost less than the shoddy kind.

A' of clothes

An Acme Quality NEW ERA
House Paint job is like a good
suit of clothes, because it offers
the same sound economy. You
may pay 50c to 75c per gallon
less for ordinary house paint.
Rut you don't get as much! Every
gallon of NEW ERA goes 30%
farther. Soyou buy fewer gallons
—get a finer appearing job—
and 60% longer life. Actually
you save money. Would you like
to know how much? We can
tell you as applied to your house.
Come in and see us before you
buy any house paint. No obli
( gation.
i
.

Perhaps there are different colors
but those I have known were too
much like bridks in color to be called
a really brilliant flower. When your
bulb catalogue comes the coming au
tumn look it over carefully and select
a few of the newer bulbs and try
them. You will be surprised and delighted in the spring. And don't forSalt, coarse ......
70 I get to have some hyacinths for winSait. Turk's Islaind
M. E. WENTWORTH
Salt, fine .............................
60 ter blooming. They are the least ■
Salt, Liverpool .... . .........
60 trouble of any house plant I ever had. 79 MAIN ST.,
THOMASTON, ME.
Seed, alfalfa ........................
60 All you have to do is pot them and set ,
Seed, clover . ......................
60 them away in a cool dark place, and
Seed, hemp .......................
44 water them once in two or three
Seed, herdsgrass .............
45 weeks until you want them to bloom.
Seed, Timothy .................
45 They are very accommodating in this
Seed. Hungarian grass
48 respect and will sometimes begin to
| Seed, millet ........................................... 50 show buds just before the holidays
■Seed, orchard grass ........................... 14 but I like to keep them dormant until
Seed, redtop ......................................... 14 toward spring—say February when
I Seed, Sea Island cotton ................... 44 there seems to be no other blossoms
'Seed, sorghum ................................... 50 to cheer the gloomy days.
' Seed upland cotton ................................ 30
After they have finished blooming
Spinach ......................................................... 12 set them in any out of the way place
Old Indian Territorjr
Strawberries ....................................... 40 and water them occasionally until
..................................................... 56
Landmark Is Bankrupt ■I Tomatoes
Turnips, English ............................... 50 the leaves fade, then stop watering,
Muskogee, Okla.—A landmark of I Turnips, rutabaga ................................ 60 set them away during the summer
the old Indian territory days lias j Wheat .... ....................................................... 60 and let them remain dry until fall,
wh
when you can put them in the open
passed under the auctioneer's ham I Tlie standard weight of a
ground
where
they
will
bloom
year
mer. Dlllicullies that have Involved
barrel of Flour is ................... 196 lbs.
uccess
after year with <io care whatever. I
pioneer business establishments 1 The standard weight of a
GO HAND IN HAND
have hyacinths treated in this way
|
barrel
of
Potatoes
Is
..........
165
lbs.
forced the Belt Trading compnny of
which have been in the open ground
Buy From Thf Guy
Eufaula Into federal court receiv The standard weight of a
more than ten years blooming every
barrel
of
Sweet
Potatoes
is,.
150
Ihs
Who Can Buy From You
ership. The company's seven de
ipring.
partments, comprising drug store,
CARBCM SALESBOOkS
A great many persons seem to have
“Murphy got rich quick, didn’t he?"
undertaking parlor, groceries, and
“He got rich so quick that he can't the idea that after a bulb has been
hardware stocks, occupied six build I swing a golf club without spitting used as a house plant it is of no fur
for Atof Purpose
ings that lined one block here.
ther use to anybody and might as well
i on his hands."—Stray Bits.
be thrown out. This is a mistake ex- j
cept in a few rare instances. The
RoMt Town Store
tuberose which is a summer bloomer
K—
will not respond to treatment after
blooming, though I believe there Is
now a single kind called Mexican
The delightful thought of a cup of tea
Buy
tuberose which blooms more than
an it should be SALAD A for
once, but I have not tried it. If you
WMESSE VOW
want something gorgeous for a sum-'
real contentment.
mer blooming bulb try tigridia. They
are not expensive and will bloom sev
eral times during the summer.

Loyalty
S

Op Specialty Printing

Late Afternoon

A woman’s college is making much
of the fact that recently compiled
statistics show that men get mad an
average of six times a week, and
women only three. Yes, but who
makes the men mad?—Atlanta Con
stitution.

CONCENTRATE YOUR ADVERTISING IN

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

AUTOMOBILES

Chimney Corner
Chat

Standard weight per bushel as pro
vided by Section 39 of the Revised
Statutes as amended by Public Laws
of 1913 and Public Laws of 1915. Cut
it out and keep for reference.
1 Bushel—Pounds
.......................................... 44
Apples
Apples, dried ..................................... - 25
1 Barley ........................ . ......................... 48
60
Beans
1 Beans, Lima ......................................... 56
Beans, shell ..................... ................... 28
! Beans, Soy ........................................... 58
1 Beans, scarlet or white runner,
50
pole
| Beans, string ....................................... 24
Beans, Windsor (broad) ................. 47

.Millet, Japanese ........ „...

It is in these homes that the vast majority of Rockland’s
“buying decisions” are made, whether the purchase be
one directly concerning every member of the family or
an individual purchase by an individual member of that
family.

Y plar
lne Howard No. 17 $6 per 1000, $3 50 per
500, $1 per 100. CLARENCE WALES.
Cushing. Tel. Thomaston 188-41. 60’65
DAHLIAS. 15. each different ana la
beled. $125; 20 mixed, not labeled. $1,
Postpaid In first three zones. MRS. A. I
PERRY, Willow Brook Dahlia Gardens.
Hope.
______ 45*65
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE for sale at
21 ORIENT ST.
63*65
ESSEX—1928 Sport Coupe—Exception
ally good for a down payment of only
$75. SEA VIEW GARAGE, 689 Main St
Phone 1250. Rockland.________ 46*56 P&R
STRAWBERRY plants for sale. How
ard No. 17. 60c per hundred at house. 75c
by mall. ALBERT PITMAN, Union.
Me.
64*66
CHEVROLET—1930 Sedan—Paint und
rubber In excellent condition. Splendid
motor, hot water heater, other acces
sories. Priced to sell. SEA VIEW GA
RAGE. 689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rock
land.
46*56 P&R
1000 FEET long 4-ft. hen wire for sale:
300 sq. ft. ‘.-In. mesh wire for chick sun
porch; returnable egg cases, cider press,
hand or power; hand seeder, hen and
chick drinking fountains, large orchard
sprayer. 8x10 officer's army tent. H. C
BUBER. Union road. Warren..
63*68
LOMA 10c pound, five pounds 50c;
bone meal 4c pound, five pounds 20c;
, Bradley’s fertilizer 4c pound. 100 pounds
1 $165 to $215; nitrate soda 6c pound; i
i sheep manure 6c pound; our formula
lawn seed 25c pound; seeds and garden
1 tools of all kinds. Successor to G. H.
Hart, one of the oldest seed and fer
tilizer dealers in Knox County. V. L. '
PACKARD Tel. 446.______________ 53-tf |
REO TRUCK—1927--Will do a lot o*
work for someone. Small down payment !
of $50. SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St. |
Phone 1250, Rockland.
46*56 P&R
PONTIAC—1927 Sedan—This car Is in
exceptionally good condition and can be
had for a down payment of $50. SEA
VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St. Phone
1250, Rockland.
46*56 P&R
BUICK—1926 Coach—You can’t wear
out this type of car and the down pay
ment is only $45. SEA VIEW GARAGE.
689 Main St. Phone 1250, Rockland.
46*56 P&R

By Bushel As Provided By
Maine Statutes

i Oats ........-............ „..._........
, Onions ...............................

.. and The Courier-Gazette
delivers your ‘store news’ to
99
6,193 HOMES like these.

FOR SALE

ESSEX—1929 Coach—This car Is In
wonderful condition, both mechanical
and in appearance. Down payment
$100 only. SEA VIEW GARAGE, 689
Main St. Phone 1250. Rockland.
46*56 P&R
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover
$10. Junks $10. W. L. OXTON. West
Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden._______ 52-tf
DRY HARD fitted wood $10. Junks $10,
hard wood limbs $9. long $8. soft wqpd
and slabs $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel.
2$3-21._________________
50-tf
HUPMOBILE-1927 Sedan—Never able
to buy a car as good as this for only
$75 down. SEA VIEW GARAGE, 689
Main St Phone 1250. Rockland.
_________________ 46*56 P&R
LADIES- Reliable hair gooas at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
52-tf
WYLLIES STRAIN S. C. Reds. We
will deliver your chlx by parcel post or
truck for $15 per hundred for May.
State accredited for white dlarrohea. F.
H. WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston, Me.,
Route 1.
56-tf
QRAY MARINE MOTORS. New Light
Four 12-24 horsepower, $298. Other sizes
5 to 150 horse power. Complete line of
new motors at new low prices. Write us
for information. A. L. ANDERSON, Box
9, Camden, Me.
45-65

STANDARD WEIGHTS

Real Purpose Served

HOME TOWN HAL

♦ ♦
♦

Summer Cottages

HOW TO ANSWER BLIND

; LOST AND FOUND j
$* ♦ •* —
—

WANTED

Every-Other-Day
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TEA.

“Fresh from the Gardens”

319

The Presidential candidate re
verses the order of things. He goes
boom and falls down.—Dallas News.

^7

und if'its PRINTING

Don't Forget

The Courier-Gazette
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CINDERELLA COMES TO TOWN

RllrJrJrJrJrJrJrJ

And Scores Of Attractive Young People Take Part In
Giving Her Welcome
In addition to personal notes regard-1
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mail or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE .... ......................770 or 791

W. A. Seavey had as guests last
week his uncle, A. Gilson, and
nephew, George Farris of Cutler, who
were on their way to Portland. Mr.
Gilson is the last surviving G. A. R.
veteran in Cutler, being 88 years of
age, and remarkably smart for his
The annual meeting of the BPW years. Mr. Farris attended the navi
Club takes place Thursday evening gation school in this city during the
at the Country Club, with dinner at World War.
G.30 served under the direction of
Mrs. O. G. Kalloch. New officers
Miss Mabel Stover spent the week
will be elected, and the annual re end holiday with friends in Bucks
ports of committees heard. Mrs. port.
Exxy Perry, president will present an
account of the recent BPW conven
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Young were
tion in Portland which she attend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Harbach,
ed as delegate. This will be the final in Bangor, over the weekend.
official meeting of the season. Res
ervations for the dinner should be
Mrs. Lloyd Collett has returned
made not later than Wednesday from a month’s visit in New York.
noon; call 26.
Miss Evelyn Green who is making
William Sharpe, Jr., arrived from an extended visit in Deer Isle was
New York Saturday to spend the home Friday for the Eastern Star
summer season with his grand- meeting.
/ mother, Mrs. E. D. Spear, Maple
street.
Principal Joseph Blaisdell and
family spent the weekend in Sidney.
Miss Lucille Goding of the High
School faculty spent the weekend
Mrs. Guy A. Walker and daughter
holiday in Boston.
Arlene were with Mr. Walker at
Boothbay Harbor over the week
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike and end.
Mrs. Hattie Davies enjoyed a motor
trip in the Rangeley Lake region
Capt. and Mrs. W. A. Wincapaw
over the weekend.
who have been in New York are ex
pected home this week. .
Miss Thelma Blackington was
home from University of Mains for
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Thurston have
the recess.
returned from a short visit in Boston.

Miss Alice Hodgkins is convales
Miss Doris Coltart was home from
cing from pneumonia.
Gorham Normal School for the
weekend and holiday.
George Wood of Upper Limerock
street who has been a patient at the
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Sprague enter
Veterans Hospital in Portsmouth for tained as weekend guests at their
several weeks arrived home Saturday. cottage "Driftwood,” Spruce Head,
j Beatrice Mills, Herman Rogall. Alton
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Pettapiece ' Williams, Mrs. Hazel Bartlett and
have gone to Ottawa for the summer. children Barbara, Earle, Alston and
The apartments in the Frank W. . Ruth Delano.
Fuller house,' Talbot avenue, which
they occupied have been leased to
Miss Helen Fuller spent the weekMrs. Florence Ellis.
I end w’ith friends in Gardiner.

Principal and Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell
entertained at a faculty party Fri
day evening at their Broadway home
with 14 present. A lobster stew sup
per was followed by games and cards.
Capt. F. L. Green who has been
making an extended business trip to
Detroit and other points is now in
New York and expected home
shortly.

i

Among the guests at Klagge Kroft
Manor, South Hope, are Mr. and
Mrs. Ashton Little and son; Mr. and
Mrs. J. Grant Pattee of Lexington,
Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wark
and son of Belmont, Mass.; all to
spend a month. Klagge Kroft never
looked more attractive and the
manager is looking forward to a busy
season.

Dr. G. E. Hathorne of Bangor was
Mrs. Alvah Smith has returned the guest of his cousin, Mrs. S. S.
from Stonington where she has been Waldron, Limerock street Memorial
on business for the Stonington Fur Day.
niture Co. for the past week.
Mrs. Jasper Rawley has returned
Tire Auxiliary of Sons of Union from Little Deer Isle, where she has
Veterans meets tomorrow evening, been caring for her mother the past
with 6 o'clock supper in charge of five weeks.
Mrs. Emma Hall.
Mrs. Lucius York who has been the
Misses Mary Small, Estelle Hal! guest of Mrs. Henry Buote in Rox
and Virginia Snow came home from bury, has returned home.
Farmington Normal for the weekend
holiday. Miss Snow attended Ivy
Capt. and Mrs. A. B. Norton have
Day exercises at Bowdoin College , returned from Millbridge where they
were guests of Mrs. Norton s sister,
Saturday.
Mrs. William Johnson. They also
The Browne Club meets Friday called upon friends in Addison and
evening with Mrs. Helen Perry, Me Steuben.
chanic street.
Mrs. Roland Follett of Boston has
Mrs. Raymond Cross entertained , been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
at bridge Thursday evening at her , Pearl Studley for a few days.
home on Broadway, guests being Mrs.
William Colson is home from
Eva Joy, Mrs. Clifton Cross, Mrs.
Herbert Kalloch, Mrs. Guy Douglas, ■Whitinsville, Mass.
Miss Constance Joy, Mrs. Lawrence
Judge and Mrs. Walter H. Butler
Leach, Miss Sue Spear. Miss Neva
Dyer, Mrs. Sherwood Williams, Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Spear,
Walter Kimball, Miss Charlotte are at Capen’s, Moosehead on their
Dyer and Miss Marise Blackington. annual fishing trip.
Honors were won by Mrs. Douglas,
Mrs. Arthur Blake and daughter,
Miss Joy, Mrs. Williams and Miss
Charlotte Dyer. Buffet lunch was Miss Dorothy Blake, of Boothbav
Harbor were guests over the weekend
served.
and holiday of Mrs. Alton Brown,
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Allen motored j at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Alden
Ulmer, Willow street. Mrs. Brownto Norridgewock Sunday.
will remain through the week attend
Mrs. Helen Fales and Mrs. Lou ing graduation and the alumni recep
Fales of Belmont, Mass., are occu tion.
pying their cottage at Crescent
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Moore of DorBeach for the season.
i Chester were weekend and holiday
Mr. and Mrs. George L. St. Clair guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walter J
entertained as house party guests j Fernald. Upon their return today
over the holidav recess Mr. and Mrs. 1 they were accompanied by Mrs. Fer
Irving Pettingell of Freeport; Mrs. nald and granddaughter Charlotte
Clara St. Clair and Master James who will visit them in- Dorchester.
St. Clair, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Hol
Avard L. Richan and family of Au
man of Portland; Mr.-and Mrs. Fred
Leach and daughters Pearl and Vir burn were holiday guests of Dr. and
ginia, Capt. and Mrs. J. A. Stevens Mrs. J. A. Richan.
and daughter Katherine, and Mr.
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Leach of
and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard and son Pownal
are making a fortnight's visit
Richard.
at their former home in Tenant’s
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Hunter of Harbor.
The Highlands were in Tilton, N. H„
Mrs. Ferdinand Schwab of Quincy,
Sunday, stopping enroute to make a Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
short visit with Mr. and Mrs. Acel Sanford Delano, Franklin street.
Trueworthy in Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Rice of
Mrs. E. F. Berry of this city and East Milton, Mass., were guests over
Miss Caroline Fenno Chase of the weekend of Miss Edna Gregory,
Augusta were appointed on a com Center street.
mittee working with' the hostess
group in planning for the conven
Charles Harding, Miss Isabelle
tion of the Maine Federation of Harding and Miss Flora McPhail of
Music Clubs next fall, when the di Somerville, Mass., were weekend
rectors met Wednesday with the visitors at Rockland Highlands.
president, Mrs. Guy P Gannett of
Cape Elizabeth, Two resignations of
Oliver Rollins was home from Bos
department chairmen, Mrs. O. L. ton for the holiday
Keyes, Presque Isle, choral music,
and Mrs. S. J. Gaffney, Portland,
Clifford Ladd, Henry Marsh, Almon
ways and means, were accepted. B. Cooper Jr., Jerome Comins and
Mrs. Cora Pierce Richmond of San Tony Gatti, were home from Maine
ford was announced as the new for the recess.
chairman of choral music, the ap
pointment by the president for a
Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell's Sunday
ways and means chairman to be School class enjoyed an outing last
made later. It is planned to in Wednesday evening at Mrs. Ruth
augurate a greater development of Spear’s cottage at Spruce Head. Pic
choral music with a choral festival nic supper was had before the open
at the coming convention and with fireplace, with roasted frankfurters
the possibility of singing by massed as the high light of the menu. Out
choruses. A new department has door games were played and later
been created, that of college music there was fun toasting marshmal
with Miss Ruth Emery of Sanford lows. Those present were Nancy
chairman.
Various
department Snow, Barbara Derry, Virginia Wood,
heads reported activities displaying Dorothy Smith, Madeline Philbrick,
gratifying interest. A musical pro Eleanor Barnard, Marion Ludwick,
gram featured William Peterson and Mary Dodge, Eleanor Simmons, Vir
Frances Donnell, pianists; Phyllis ginia Till, Dorothy Frost and Pris
McCann, reader; Katherine Hatch, cilla Lovejoy. Also Mrs. Blaisdell,
'cellist; and Miss M. Isabelle Jones, Rev. and Mrs. Walter S. Rounds,
Mrs. Marion W. Theis and Mrs. Mrs. John G. Snow, Ml’s. G. M. Derry
Charles P. Carroll, in vocal trios.
and Mrs. Spear.

The ever fascinating fairy story of After dancing a bit more the “fairies"
“Cinderella” was set forth in new went to sleep again under their
garb and in a manner wholly toadstools.
Cinderella herself was very well
charming when the operetta was
presented Thursday evening in the chosen for the part, for she imbued
High School auditorium for the i the role with real feeling. Her ease
benefit of the Universalist Church and naturalness won much attention
school, with all the participants The step-sisters with their quar
drawn from the school membership. rels and disagreements made a big
The operetta had more than ordi hit. Donald Marriner was an attrac
nary interest locally, as the com tive and tuneful Prince Charming.
poser of both words and music is The King and Queen were dignified
Mrs. Lucia Burpee Miles, a Rock and courtly. Jane Welch’s part as
land young woman whose literary Fairy Godmother was graced by ease
and musical gifts are little known, and beauty of voice. “Toppy" Bird as
due to her retiring nature, even to the King's Jester scored another hit,
her closest friends.
The music and Stewart MacAlman was a court
though written along simple lines is ly courier. The costuming of the
very tuneful and catchy, and the pages, ladies in waiting and courtiers,
words are delightful, displaying as well as that of the principals, was
whimsical fancy intermixed with extremely colorful, displaying rich
sparkling humor. It makes an in shades of green, red, yellow, purple
stant appeal from the moment the and pink, often in harmonious com
curtain rises on the fairy scene domi bination.
The minuet was another high light.
nated by the Fairy Godmother, and
provides opportunity for a wealth of Each tiny couple was garbed in
color and animation in the unfold Colonial costume, with the colors
ing scenes. Mrs. Miles was capably lavender, pink, blue and yellow car
aided in arranging the music by Miss ried out jn the costumes. The little
Mabel F. Lamb, who acted as accom dancers went through their paces
panist for the production. Those with the dignity and grace of “vet
erans." The May Pole Dance was
who took part included:
Jane V. Welch, Katherine Libby, a pretty sight, the children in their
Emmy Lou Peaslee Peggy Jackson, dainty gowns flying around the pole
Evelyn Church, Eleanor Weed, Betty with its gay streamers. The violin
O'Brien, Louise White, Muriel Mc solo, the tap dance and the har
Phee, Ruth Pike, Donald Marriner, monica duo were enjoyable features,
Charles Toner, June Miles, Elmer the Pierrot costumes of th^ har
Bird, Stewart
McAlman, Kent monica players being most attractive.
Palmer, Hazen Sawyer, Louise Wal- These little folks embellished their
dron, Natalie Waldron, Patricia Ellis, I music with impish dance steps.
Vieno Kangas, Shirley StanJeyi, Every number on the program, every
Francbs Marsh, Ruth Rhodes, Kath part in the play itself, could be en
erine Jordan, Patricia Allen, Marion larged upon were there space, so well
Church, Priscilla' Staples, Margaret done was every bit. It all reflected
McMillan, Walter Butler, Jr.. Doug the intelligent directing given by
las Cooper, Arthur Schofield, William Mrs. Helen P. W. Wentworth who in
Bicknell, Richard Marsh, Marie her usual unselfish manner puts
Berry, Philip Wentworth i Joyce aside the credit due her and pays
Palmer. Billy Jordan,* Joan Miles. warm tribute to the splendid co
Albert Burpee, Louise Veazie, Dudley operation given by the mothers ar.d
Harvey,, Richard Marsh, James j friends in making the production a
Wentworth, Jean Palmer, EleanorI success.
Hall, Billie Tait, Kathleen Weed,! Other committees included: Stage
Charlotte Church, Avis Taylor,' director, Joseph Emery; stage propKatherine Taylor, Barbara White, I erties, Almon B. Cooper and Arthur
Mary Cross, Alice Cross, Barrett' F. Lamb; costumes, Mrs. G. H
Jordan, Leona Lothrop.
j Welch, chairman; dances. Miss AdeThe Dance of the Fairies was in- 1 laide E. Cross; programs. The Knlckdescribably lovely. As the curtain erbocker Class; tickets, Mrs. Frank
opened, three huge white “toadstools” Tirrell, Jr., chairman; posters, Miss
were disclosed, under which were Hope Greenhalgh, chairman. Rev.
crouched dainty little girls, in white George H. Welch, Frederick Palmer,
tulle ballet dresses. With yawns and I Mrs. Arnold Rogers and others asstretchings, the little tots came sisted in many ways. Ushers were
awake and then proceeded to dance ; Evelyn Sherer, Eleanor Tibbetts.
around their shelters. Little Kath Ruth Davis, Mildred Payson, Edith
erine Libby in her solo dance proved Morse, Frances King, Dorothy Vose
one of the high lights, her sparkling and Dorothy Dimick.
black eyes and roguish smile, her
The Harvie Family rendered pleas
chubby little body and graceful mo ing orchestra selections ’ between
tions, entrancing her audience. acts.
Emmy Lou Peaslee in her "Rockabve
The net sum realized from the ef
Song” was close behind, and both fort will be in the neighborhood of
tiny artists were recalled many times. $85.
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. McDougall who
have been in Boston during the win
ter were at; their Lake Megunticook
cottage over the weekend. Mrs. Mc
Dougall and her mother, Mrs. Sarah
Billings, will return to Portland Fri
day for the summer.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Daggett of
South Glens Falls, N. Y., are guests
of Mr. Daggett’s mother, Mrs. George
Merrill, Rankin street, for two weeks.
Miss Marjorie Hupper, technician
at the Franklin County Memorial
Hospital, Farmington, spent the
weekend and holiday with Mrs. Joel
Hupper, Martinsville.
Miss Eleanor Bird was home from
Old Town for the weekend.

Mrs. O. E. Wishman, Park street,
was hostess to the P. J. Club Thurs
day evening. Honors in bridge were
won by Mrs. Josephine Perry and
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Cameron and
children Clifford and Diane and Mrs.
W. R. Gill are spending several days
with Mrs. C. O. Perry at her Megun
ticook Lake cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Harrington
had
as
weekend
guests
Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred J. Dailey (Margaret
Harrington) of Brighton, Mass., ano
Mr. and Mrs. William Delaney of
Springfield, Mass.

Ere
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T*1ECAUSE the weiiaing

1—' invitations should be
mailed two weeks before

the wedding itself, they
must be ordered well in

advance. And, because

they are so critically in

spected by their recipi

ents, they must also be

ultra-correct. Linweave
Wedding Papers can

be

shown you at
The Courier-Gazette

Ask to see them

WEDDING PAPERS

A college professor says the price
of civilization is insanity. If he
thinks the present brand of it is
worth going insane over, he’s crazy.—
Thomaston Times.

Positively No Charges
On Sale Merchandise

Annual

A

Starts Thursday, June 2nd
On Entire Stock of Spring Merchandise — Entirely
from Our High Grade Stock—All Spring Coats,
Dresses, Suits and Furnishings Not Suitable for Sum
mer Business Go Into Our Great Annual
JUNE CLEARANCE SALE

All Spring

All Spring

COATS

DRESSES

—Tweed Coats
—Camel Hair Coats
—Dress Coats
—Fur Trimmed Coats

—Self Trimmed Coats
—Small Size Coats
—Large Size Coats

FLINT-WINN

A charming spring wedding took
place Saturday evening in Thomas
ton when Miss Katherine T. Winn of
Marlboro. Mass, and Thomaston, and
William T. Flint of Rockland were
joined in marriage, the ceremony
taking place at the bride’s apartment
on Main street. Rev. Peter B.
Franklin, rector of St. John Baptist
Episcopal Church officiated, using
the double ring service. Only mem
bers of the two families and a few
close friends were guests.
The room in which the ceremony
was performed was a veritable bower
of garden and cut flowers and as
paragus fern. The couple unattend
ed. stood under a wedding bell of
pink and white blossoms. The deco
rations were directed by Miss Kay
Turner. The bride wore fawn col
ored lace with flat crepe.
At tne close of the ceremony wed
ding lunch was served by Miss Ardelle Maxey and Miss Turner, as
sisted bv the groom's sister. Mrs. War
ren C. Noyes of Rockland. The table
appointments carried out in yellow
and pink were exquisite. The bride
cut and served the wedding cake.
Tlie getaway was realized after
a hectic period of merrymaking, and
then only by means of the fire es
cape. The groom's car decorated
with all sorts of appropriate tokens
waited vainly, for the newlyweds
found the good graces of Mr. Noyes
on their side and fled in his car for
a destination undivulged. After a
short wedding trip Mr. and Mrs.
Flint will reside in the recently pur
chased home on Knox street, Thom
aston, which is furnished and wait
ing for their return.
The many beautiful wedding gifts
testify to the couple's popularity, and
include money, silver, pewter, linen,
furnishings, glass, china, etc., among
the furnishings being complete bed
room and dining suites.
Among the out of town guests were
the bride's sister, Mrs. J. V. Finn. Jr.,
of Southboro, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Hewins, Jr., of Falmouth,
Mass.
The bride attended the public
schools of Marlboro, Mass. She took
nurses' training at Woman's Hospital
of Boston, the Boston Lying-in Hos
pital. followed by Public Health
nursing course at Simmons College.
She was located in Augusta for four
years as a Red Cross nurse and fol
lowing similar service in Rockland,
came to Thomaston where she has
most capably filled the position of
public health and school nurse for
more than four years.
Mr. Flint- was graduated from
Rockland High School and later
served 16 months with the American
Expeditionary Forces overseas. Since
returning to Rockland he has been
engaged in the grocery business
with his father. He is a promi
nent Mason, being a member of
Aurora Lodge. F. <fe A. M.. King
Solomon’s Chapter, R.A.M.,, King
Hiram’s Council and Claremont
Commandery of which he is a past
commander. He is also a 32d degree
Mason and a member of Golden Rod
Chapter, Order of the Eastern Star.

CUTLER’S

Positively No Sale
Merchandise on approval

Every Coat Is Included

—Print Dresses
—Plain Dresses
—Knitted Dresses
—Evening Dresses
—Chiffon Dresses
—Small Size Dresses
—Large Size Dresses

Entire Large Assortment
of Dresses Is Included

In This Our Annual June Clearance Sale

CUTLER’S Rockland, Me.

369 Main St.

CAMDEN
Miss Maude M. Thorndike, mana
ger of the Western Union Te'egraph
office, has returned from a vacation
spent in Dexter and Belfast. In the
former place, she was the guest ot
her sister. Mrs. Oscar E. Bryant and
in Belfast of Miss Lillian Ryan.
During her absence the office was in
charge of U. D. Chandler.
Mr. and Mrs. John Opper and son
Richard of Malden, Mass., are guests
of her parents Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Kirk, High street.
Rev. and Mrs. C. Guy Robbins ot
Lawrence, Mass., are spending a few
days at Juniper Lodge, Lake Megun

from New York City to spend the
summer in town.
Newell Davis has returned from
Providence, where he spent the winter.
Twelve members of the Appalachian
Mountain Club of Boston, reveral ac
companied by their wives, climbed
Ragged and Megunticook mountains
Sunday, guided by John P. Leach.
They left Monday for Bar Harbor.
While in Camden they were guests at
Whitehall Inn.
The members of Maiden Cliff Re
bekah Lodge who attended the district
meeting of the Rebekah Lodges at

WED.-THURS.

ticook.

Little Hazel Crooker, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Crooker, celebrated
her eighth birthday Saturday enter
taining several of her young friends,
games were played and refreshments
served. Miss Hazel received many
pretty gifts.
The flower boxes have been placed
on the electric light poles and they
are unusually pretty this season.
Miss May Bills of the Castine Nor
mal School faculty is visiting her
sister Mrs. Fred T. Gould.
Leo Crooker and family are spend
ing a few days at Lake Sebago.
Dr. Louis Langman of New York
City is visiting his parents Mr. and
Mrs. David Langman. Sea street.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Landry of
Old Town are spending a few days
with friends in Camden.
The Asaph Churchills have arrived

PSYCHIC AND SPIRIT
MEDIUM
I tell you ex
actly what
you wish to
know about
friends, ene
mies, rivals,
swerthe arts
of future wife
or husband,
as case maybe, and everything else
which you are interested in—
without you speaking one word—
keeping nothing hidden from you,
and if I find I can help you to
make your life brighter and happi
er I will inform you so at once.
Ilnurs from 1 p.m. to 7 p. m.
Low fee to ladies'—50c and $1.00
—this week
Satisfaction guaranteed or no fe;
accepted—27 Park street.
65’lt

Man of mystery — aloof, in
scrutable! Pointing his finger
to move human pawns in a game
with destiny!....................... Only

GEORGE

ARLISS
could play

u

THE MAN WHO
PLAYED GOD"

A Warner Brothers Picture

NOW SHOWING
"SCANDAL FOR SALE"
with
Charles

Bickford

A Paramount Publix Theatre

Sawn’s Island, Saturday, had a de
lightful time, but on account of the
weather were obliged to stay on the
Island over night. They made the
trip in Capt. John Wadsworth's Sea
Lion and arrived home early Sunday
morning.
Anthony Arau and family of Bos
ton arc holiday guests of his mother
Mrs. Minnie Arau.
J. R. Prescott and daughter Miss
Marion Prescott, of Ntw.onvillc,
Mass., are spending a few days in
town, looking after his summer cot
tages.
Heibert Alexander of Higgins Clas
sical Institute is visiting his parents
Mr. and Mrs. George Alexander.
Miss Alice Keene of Portland is
spending a few days with her parents
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Keene.
Salem Andrew Hart, C. S. B., of
Cleveland, Ohio, will deliver a lecture
on Christian Science Thursday eve
ning at 8 o'clock at the church edi
fice on Central street. The public is
cordially Invited.
Mrs. Augusta L. Bryant, 91, died
Monday at her home on Pleasant
street. Mrs. Bryant was bom in Hope
but had resided in Camden for the
past 40 years. She leaves one daugh
ter, Mrs. Emma S. Bryant of Ihis
place. The funeral will be held from
the residence Wednesday at 2 o’clock.
Rev. Ralph Hayden officiating, and
interment will be in Mountain street
cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyndon E. Ross of
Lewiston announce the engagement of
their daughter, Miss Olive Ross, to
William Robert Tiffany of Camden.
Mr. Tiffany, a Camden High School
and Farmington Normal School grad
uate, has taught four years in the
schools of Chelsea and Somerville,
Mass. He is now in the employ of F.
W. Woolworth Company.
The season's last get-together of
the Business Men’s Association will
be held in the opera house tonight at
8 30. Benjamin Hadley, chief ranger
of Acadia National Park will give
an illustrated lecture on the many
things of interest to be found there
and his talk will interest all. The
High School Orchestra will give a
short concert before the lecture

our town officials, Mr. Hadley, and

FRIENDSHIP
The diphtheria toxoid clinic wilq
be held in the High School building
June 7, at 1.30 p. m. All mothers!
with children over six months of agel
are urged to attend this clinic. Fee|
only 25 cents each child.

Certain natives of Central Asia,I
we are told, use garden produce asl
cash. When a biU-collector calls, the!
householder takes Him round to thel
back garden and forks out.—The |
Humorist.

WED.-THURS.

Ifyou beiieve
ini signs b

a

—and in I
outwhafsl
them-....... yoa’ll
want the inside
dope on this one.
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British and Tory Marauders

College Girls

Recalling Some of Their Activities On the Penobscot—Recorded By Judge E. K. Gould

&

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, May 31, 1932

dainty garments with

FOREWORD.

In the preparation of my forthcoming book “Revolu- j

tionary Soldiers and Sailors of Knox County, Maine
and I heir Descendants,” which contains the biographies
of over six hundred Revolutionary Veterans, much
material on Revolutionary events has come into my
hands that cannot be worked into a life sketch ot
individuals.
’I bis historical data is too valuable to he overlooked
and I give much of it to the public in the following
articles which are prepared or are being prepared for
publication, viz:
“Storming the Heights, Maine’s Embattled Farmers
at Castine
toe Revolution,” “British and Tory Marauders on the
Penobscot,” “ The Revolution’s Aftermath.”
I trust t!.? incidents related in this article will find favor with the
history loving public whose ranks are daily growing.

175 one box of LUX

!

LATE NEWS
FROM

WASHINGTON

Betsey Ven Pelt Hedlund,
Della Sue Hicka, Jean Tyler, 3 of the
girls wbo shared in the Lux washing hee

(Left to right)

1

•wash

TEN young college girls at the famous Allerton
House in New York City recently counted the
number of garments one box of Lux washed.
Their list totaled 175! More than 14 dozen—
think of it! You’ve known Lux flakes were the
safest, finest soap ever made, hut did you real
ize how economical these marvelous tissue-thin
diamonds are? Lux not only keeps nice things
colorful and lovely as new—but it goes
so far—docs so much. Just look over the

list one box washed:

Washington. D C.—More money is
spent per capita in Maine for fed
eral prohibition enforcement than in
any other New England State except
(Below) Miss Gretchen Wilson and Miss
Vermont, according to a report from
Tyler admiring a dainty chemise washed with
Edward K. Gould
the Bureau of Prohibition. The
Lux. Miss Wilson says: “Lux keeps stock
figures show a per capita cost in
ings and lingerie new looking such a long
Maine of 12 6 cents. Expenditures for *
time. And my, it’s quick. You can do a
[SEVENTH INSTALLMENT]
, the State total $96,583.
whole bunch of silk things in no time at alll ”
In only 12 other States is the per
j capita expenditure greater than in
j Maine. The lowest per capita cost,
MAJOR LITHGOW’S REPORT (Continued)
j 3.7 cents, is in Ohio, home of the I
“1 have now 70 men at this place hut find it impracticable to get off j Anti-Saloon League: and_the largest
the inhabitants for want of boats, as there is scarce one left on the river. ! 36 1 cents, tn Nevada, The average
All that can be done now is to protect the inhabitants as well as we can was 8.6 cents.
in securing their crops, which are very considerable, until I receive some
When Gene Tunney comes here to
Order of Council respecting them, which (for the sake of the poor umpire the House baseball game the
distressed people) I beg may not be delayed, as they’ will be entirely question of his running for the Senate '
exposed to the fury of the enemy after we leave this river, which will be ' will be put squarely up to him.
the first of November, being the expiration of the term for which the Pran'< T
president of the Na
1 tional Men's Roosevelt-For-President
men were detached.
1 Club of Capitol Hill will ask him
“I am persuaded the Honorable Council will think it necessary either I to run for the seat now held by
to remove the families with their effects, or immediately order a sufficient Senator Bingham of Connect’cut. “I
guard on the river to protect them during the winter. Should their j hope for a favorable response," said
| Mr. Bell today. "Mr. Tunney ls
removal be thought eligible I should think it best to send a number of
equipped for the office. His election
transports, convoyed by a sufficient armed force, as it is in the enemy’s would honor Connecticut and it would
power to prevent the passing of boats. Perhaps half a dozen wood sloops give to Congress a man who does not
might serve to remove the whole (except the cattle which may be driven believe in letting things stay as they
by land without being a public burden), but should it be thought more . are'
expedient a body of troops could be posted here during the winter. I j
The apparent primary defeat of
imagine 200 would he little enough to guard this river and Camden, which Congressman Hawley of Oregon is
places are at anv season accessible to the enemy’s shipping. In thc latter likely to mean that New England will
rase it will he necessary to order barracks built to shelter the men, and a have tne chairman of the important
<i
i. i
» i li i l r
l
l
i
House ways and means committee I
quant tx of bread sent down.As for beef
I believe enough may be got here. | when the R^b^ns regaln controi
Many per-on'with large families of helpless children have already fled of the House. Congressman Treadto their neighbors of Camden, St. George etc., with scarce property enough way of Massachusetts is next to
lo support them a single dav ;manv more have been obliged to take shelter ! Hawley on the committee. Providing
in the woods, Some wish to continue here provided they can have protec- ( clectlon a„ rignt he would be thp ,
STRAND THEATRE
tion, and others incline to go to their friends in various parts of the country j committee.
at all events.
I
• . • «
A new George Arliss picture is an
“The enemy’s naval strength at present consists of two ships—the! For the last three years the number event;
_ _ and “The Man Who Played
Nautilus of 14 guns and the Albany of 16 or 14 guns, and an armed sloop [
prisoners received from the j
here Wednesday and Thursday
and schooner. I shall endeavor to employ the small remainder of my , ^^k^inds0^ ^Tine* haT increased anfevent ^th fortunate and import

pairs of stockings
brassieres
slips
bloomers
chemises
pajamas
step-ins
4 vests
4 nightgowns
2 singlettes

35
10
10
9
8
7
6

60 handkerchiefs
11 pairs gloves
2 face cloths

1 silk kimono
1 sweater
1 smock

1 blouse
1 collar and cuff set
1 hat
1 girdle

For economy’s sake, avoid ordinary soaps
—cakes, powders, cnips. I hey often con
tain harmful alkali which weakens fabrics
and fades colors. Lux has no harmful al
kali. Anything safe in water is safe in Lux.

' -

?

The Allerton House at 57th Street and
Lexington Avenue, a smart residential
apartment hotel for young college and
business and professional women.

A little goes so far—it’s economy to use LUX

THE REALM OF MUSIC

lime here in annoy ing the neighborhood of the enemy as much as I can by
scouting parties. Yesterday I sent a small party near Magebigwaduce
to drive off the cattle and destroy some hav which is like to fall into thc
hands, after removing the families who wish to come away, and
enemy
propose very -non to take possession of a field of Indian corn belonging
to Col. Goldthwait, said to contain 50 or 60 bushels which lies between
us and the enemy."
in consequence of a request sent in from Capt. Philip M. Ulmer, who

j steadily. Feminine prisoners received,

however, dropped greatly in 1930 from
jthe ,19”9 ^otal, but inci eased sharply
{ ^Maies^cehTd into Maine penal in

| stitutions increased from 172^ in 1929.
i to 179 the next year, and totaled 248
'in. 1931'
Feminine prisoners re
j dropped fronTw inh1929 ^to" 37 in'l»30

ant.
But “The Man Who Played God"
did not plav God in a theatrical
sense, or even in a supernatural
sense, and there is nothing irre
ligious about the picture. Those who
know Mr. Arliss know that this star
picks his plays carefully, consider
ing not only dramatic values but the
rcal si?n‘ficance & his roles. Never
has Mr. Arliss found It
•» necessaiy to
gain attention bv cheapening his
own standards. Thus “The Man
Who Played God" is a deeply moving
drama of faith lost and regained, a
story of adjustment and final joyous
acceptance of life's problems which
will prove more convincing than
many sermons because It is, at the
same time, a cleverly-played and
emotionally exciting romance. More
like that recent Arliss triumph “Thc
Millionaire," "Tire Man Who Plaved
God" is a story of present-day
American life. Violet Heming and
Louise dosser Hale, both well-known
stage players, head the distinguished
supportjng Cast.-adv.

THE OIL TARIFF
Senator White Reserves
Right To Vote Against It
On Reconsiderat on
While voting for the oil tariff Sena
tor White reserves the right to vote
against it on reconsideration unless
the amendment providing for a surtax on imports from countries where
the currencies have depreciated is
adopted.
Both White and Frederick Hale
voted for the oil tariff, which, as pro
posed by the Senate Finance Com-

THE SAUNTERER
A. B. Crocker
Chapter II. Artificial Scenery of
the Harvard Botanical Garden.
Turning from the natural sce iery
of the Middlesex Fells, one fine May
afternoon I sauntered to view the
aitlficial scenery of the Harvard Bo
tanical Garden. I not only sat and
looked the scenery over with my
glasses, but also walked around the
paths and looked at plants of the
many different species, from the
drooping onion of Siberia, to the heliinthus of Kentucky.
As I looked at those rows of black
stakes driven into the giound, each
with Its proper inscript.on, I could
not get out of my mind one of the
few World War joems that have sur
vived:
In Flanders field the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on raw
That mark our place;
We are the dead.
As I sat on the bank and looked
down into the amphitheatre where
the plants were growing, that was my
thought. There were two men sitting
on another bench, and two or t tree
workmen repairing the walks, but It
was too funereal for me, so I came out
and sauntered over to the Chai les
River where there was life and sun
light. I couldn’t get a thrill from
that artificial scenery.
I can hear my fellow N.C.C. mem| brrs shouting “Traitor! Away with
him!"
Just a minute, ladles. Let me ex
patiate upon the thrill I did get ln
the Garden. There was an abundance
of the wel.-known plant of the genus
Leon'odon, g: owing naturally, and
which in my boyhood, when boiled
vilh a large piece of salt pork, made
a dish fit to grace the table of a
king. I refer to that universal flower,
the common dandelion (lion’s too'h).
“Fringing the dusty road with harm
less gold, it has managed without
armies or navies to land its peaceful
legions on every part of the civlhied
world and take posses'ion of the soil.”
Dearly beloved by our Italian col
leagues.

The Eastman School of Music of and grounds, and (he architecture
the University of Rochester has been cf the chapel as well as various carv
ings noticed are particularly fine.
left a fund estimated at $2,500,000 by
Of special interest was the discus
the will of the late George Eastman. sion concerning music in the home,
With this money, ln addition to its when it was urged that members try
with a party of sixteen men, was scouting along the Penobscot River, j rising again to 65 last year, making
share in the endowment of $35,000,000 to interest the younger musicians to
Brigadier-General Charles Cushing of Pownalborough ordered a com- the totals for the three years 235:
previously given by Mr. Eastman to ,,or™, groups for the purpose of enpany to march from For^ Halifax on thc Kennebec to the Penobscot to [216 al‘d 313, respectively,
pic.iuuov B
j
srmble work. It was stressed that the
the University of Rochester, the East- yOurger people should be urged to
piotect the inhabitants. Major Lithgow was also directed to send a com
SUPT. ROWE SPOKE
man School is certain ol perpetua- i give programs and also to develop
pany from Camden to cooperate with the troops ordered to that quarter.
tion in turtnermg the high cultural more activity in choral music,
General Cushing reports to the Massachusetts authorities that the
Superintendent Frank Rowe of
and artistic aims for which it is emi-1 Entertainment for the board meminhabitants on the Penobscot are willing to defend themselves, notwith- i Warren spoke to the superintendnent in the musical educational field. ! bers included a concert given by the
standing the oaths of allegiance to the British crown that the British com- ents and students entertained at
Under the direction of Dr. Howard | junior clubs of the Columbia Federamander at Castine had exacted of them, provided they can have assistance. Eastern State Normal School at the
Hanson the school has become one of 1 t-on, with a splendid variety of numine outstanding factors in American ' bers one of the most interesting being
“And if no assistance could be afforded they would choose to remove from ' first annual superintendents' visitaeducation. One point particularly j the playing of Haydn’s Sonata in C
thence if thev could get off, rather than be subject to the Britons. Their i tion day, on the subject of “Creative
stressed is that the Eastman School by a 6 year-old boy with the National
situation is truly distressing between Britons and Tories they are sub Self Expression." Mr. Rowe drew
has educated talented youth to teach Symphony Orchestra. Also on the
from
his
wide
experience
of
teaching
ject to daily plunder and know not which way to fly for shelter, and if
o.ner youth lrom Its well of compe program was heard a string quartet,
in Maine and made himself very
tent knowledge and raise the stan and a junior choir from the Church |
proper measures are not taken to keep up constant guards the inhabitants
clearly understood in what he condards of musical appreciation in dis of Pilgrims, the concert ending with I
this way mav be, by the incursions of the enemy rendered in like manner siders the opportunities of the young
rumbers bv a violin ensemble of 15 I
tant fields.
• • • •
teacher to be, in helping her young
young musicians.
miserable.”
PARK
THEATRE
Albert Hoxie’s well-known band of
We who listen with so much pleasBarracks must be provided at Camden, the General urges, before the pupils to develop their attitudes and
individual abilities. Deputy State,
------- .
cold weather comes on. as the greatest number of troops may be stationed Commissioner Roderick appeared on i "Reserved for Ladies, here for ure to James Melton, one of radio's harmonica players from Philadelphia,
favorite singers, will be Interested to numbering 40, gave an entire eve
ihere. Indeed on the arrival of the British at Castine about 300 men had the same program and spoke to the j Wednesday and Thursday featuring know that he gave his first New York ning's program with Mme. Schumannpotential teachers of the group in a i Leslie Howard, who recently played recital at Town Hall recently, win Heink as soloist. The Paulist Chorus,
been raised and stationed at Camden.
I opposite Ann Harding in “Devotion
ning favorable attention. One review Father Finn directi-g, was heard in
On October 27, 1779, the Council ordered Major Lithgow to raise masterly fashion.
The program for this first annual! also offers Elizabeth Allan one of stated:
another program, when Henri Mar200 men to be stationed at Camden for the defense of adjacent territory superintendents’ visitation day was ’ England's most popular stage and
“Thc young tenor's appearance was coux was a soloist.
and he was ordered to take command of this force when raised.
under the auspices of the Student screen personalities. This handsome of particular interest since he has, so
Capt. Philip M. Ulmer who had been scouting in the Penobscot region, Council and consisted of general visi- 1 and intriguing star of the English to speak, grown up with the micro
Lucile Lawrenfte tin private life the mittee amendment, is one-half cent
writes to General Cushing under date of October 28, 1779, that the tation by superintendents, general, screen plays the leading feminine phone and, reversing thc customary
meeting in the afternoon and a ban- role opposite Howard and shares r procedure, enjoyed success on the air wife of Carlos Sa’zedo, world-famous a gallon on fuel oil and petroleum,
inhabitants appear to be friendly to the American cause but are in a most quet session in the evening.
, honors of the picture with that before attempting formal concert harpist) played at the White House 216 cents a ga'lon on gasoline. 4 cents
deplorable condition. They are ordered by General MacLean to repair
The superintendents present were: ! clever actor. Miss Allan is rated as work. His diction throughout is ex recently for President and Mrs. a gallon on lubricating oils, 1 cent a
immediately to Castine to work on the fortifications being erected by the } G M D Grant 0( unity, Frank Rowe ‘ a shining light in the screen firma- cellent, and his interpretations are in Hoover. This was the second time a
i pound on parrafin and other petroBritish at that place. He states that General MacLean is determined to ; of Warren, G. S. Nickerson of Win- j ment. She has a long list o siage character with the music. A large member of her family played for a
*ax Pr0I?ucts' and 10 cents a
burn and destroy their property, and treat the inhabitants as rebels. “It is ! £port.
Et S s”l scr^n artists audience heard the artist with enjoy Pre7ident“of‘the United States. *Thls
1‘‘"’hundred pounds on natural asphalt
ment and asked for encores. One interests us particularly as Miss Law and asphalt and bitumen derived
impossible for so many families to flee through the woods and there is no i Howa,'d ’ R ' Houston of Brewer, j her dramatic training started on the of Mr. Melton's best radio programs rence and her husband maintain a
from petroleum.
transportation by water available. But they have determined to remain : Harold c Philbrook of Castine, Wil- ! stage. After five years with a Shake Is with the A & P Gypsies Monday summer home at Camden and last
ls a reduction from the duty
summer Miss Lawrence was heard in asThis
on their farms if they can have a guard sufficient to protect them.” Capt. 11am M. Bottomly of East Sullivan. | rnearean stock company she: broke evenings.
adopted bv the House of Repre
* • • *
one of the Camden concerts.
H.
E.
Fortier
cf
Springfield
and
C.
O
into
leading
roles
in
manv
recent
hits
Ulmer urges that either boats bc sent to remove the inhabitants, or 200
Lucile Lawrence represents the sentatives, but all the advocates of
Erik Myer-Hc mund. one of Ger
Turner of Ellsworth.
of the London stage. -adv.
the oil tariff voted for it and are
or 300 troops be stationed on the Penobscot to guard them against the
many's most popular song composers, fourth generation in her family to firmly convinced that after the Sen "Dcar common (lower that growest be
play
the
harp.
The
first
harpistic
recently
died
in
his
71st
year.
He
was
side the way.
plundering raids of the British.
he had shot in the vicinity of Crockett’s River, he was ordered to come a Russian by birth, studied in Berlin generation began with her great, ate passes the bill, the conferees will First pledge of blithesome May,
On Nov. 3, 1779, the Council directed thc Board of War to take suit
put
the
figures
back
to
those
of
the
Thou
art more dear to me
ashore bv a partv of the British who happened to he there. He answered toured Germany for ycars as a con great grandmother, Sarah Ann Davis,
House bill. The opponents of the oil Than all the prouder summer-bloc ms
able measures for securing such ordnance, stores, rigging and other
who
lived
in
Lynchburg,
Va.,
and
cert
singer
and
wro
e
not
only
a
quanmay be."
that he would, as mon as the birds he had slain were gathered. Ills
tariff all voted against the committee
property as-belonged to the fleet which was destroyed in the Penobscot
There were birds also in the garden
would-be captors stood carelessly watching him. a fact which hi pm ci ’ y tity of songs <to his own texts) but was educated in Washington, D. C. amendment even though it is a reduc
several
operas,
operettas,
ballets
and
Sarah
Ann
Davis
married
a
minister
River when the American force was defeated at Castine. Major Lithgow,
noticed, and while pretending to he getting read) to go ashore he suddenly burlesques, most of which werc pro named Smith and went to Columbus, tion, for they wanted all tariffs in abundance, Turdus migratorious,
grackics, starlings, sparrows, jays, etc.
or the commanding officer of the troops stationed at Camden, was directed
and with all his strength paddled in thc opposite direction.
Tenn., to live. Her daughter. Sallle stricken from the tax bill.
duced in Germany.
I do no. see tnese in the Fells. Tbe
The
Maine
delegation
in
the
Hou'e
to furnish with guards the persons thus employed.
Ward Davis Smith, was taught the
A shower of bullets followed him but he escaped unharmed. After the
birds were busy and added a touch of
of
Representatives,
all
votrd
against
The accomplished and obliging harp, and at the age of 18 went to
life to the scene.
summary vengeance he had inflicted on the British, he could expert no
the
oil
tariff.
Representative
John
E.
pianist had rendered several selcc- Washington to visit at the home of the
I got a thrill out of seeing tbe
Nelson
of
Augusta,
leading
the
fight
hence,
having
had
liis
house
on
Vinalhaven
consumed
by
fire
and
mercy, hence, having nail Dis nouse on v iiiamavcii othuuhu
tions, when one of the admiring group Secretary of State. This was during i
urtlcs climb out of the lily pond and
VINALHAVEN
against
it.
finding his life in constant jeopardy, John Perry removed to the main and of listeners in the hotel parlor sug- Polk’s administration in the 1840's. |
then slid? back again.
orner, gested Mozart’s Twelfth Mass. Sev- As President Polk was a friend of j Senator White argues it is more im
This town was devastated and swept clear of its inhabitants by the dwelt in a small house built by Caleb Barrows at Blackington s Cori
Hamlet remarked, “The play's the
portant
to
pass
a
revenue
measure
i
eral people echoed the request, but Sa’lle Ward’s mother, that young ladyBritish forces at Castine. Some of the men were taken to the latter place now Rockland, on the farm and near the dwelling of Otis Barrows. Here one lady was particularly desirous of was also a guest at the presidential : than it is to fight any one item in thing." With me, “the flower's thc
the dandelion, marigold, violet,
and compelled to work on the fortifications, much against their will. It his enemies found him out, and approaching the house, demanded of his hearing the piece, explaining that her I mansion. While she was visiting the j It and that he is opposed o delays !, mayflower,
buttercup, pond lily, and
over the amendment.
family
the
surrender
of
his
person.
Being
told
he
was
not
at
home,
and
husband
had
belonged
to
that
very
,
White
House,
Boehsa,
who
was
conis in evidence that thc British created a breastwork at North Haven, but
_______ ! other varieties, when they are grow
regiment.
—
“
Peabody
Bulletin
’
’
sidcrcd
the
finest
harpist
of
his
time,
being
denied
all
knowledge
of
his
whereabouts,
and
suspecting
that
he
was
ing as Nature intends them to grow,
whether any part of it remains is unknown. Capt. Eleazer Crabtrees
» • • •
| heard her play. He complimented sharp contrast to the over-ornate type naturally, and not artificially.
Company was raised to protect the Fox Islands, as North Haven and concealed within the house, the soldiers forbade the removal of a single
One of the most delightful lnci- her, gave her some of his compositions of former days.
n. c. c. a
Vinalhaven was then called, and was on duty from September 5 to Decem article by the inmates, the house was fired and with all its contents reduced dents of the recent Eastern Maine and wanted her to play duets in conFrom the pedagogical standpoint,
Somerville, Mass.
to
ashes.
'Mr.
Perry
returned
to
Vinalhaven
after
the
war,
but
several
District meeting of Junior Music cert with him. In fact, he traveled by Miss Lawrence has contributed to the
ber 5, 1779.
Clubs of the State Federation, held stage coach from Washington to cause of the harp in the dual capacity
Japan is willing to go half-way
Not many instances of British and Tory aggression on these Islands are members of his family afterward became active and valued residents of
here in Rockland, was hearing Mrs. Tennessee to ask permission of Sallie of author and teacher. She was sel- toward meeting disarmament pro
preserved. One occurrence of this kind comes down to us, and that is the Rockland.
Guy Gannett, president, and Miss Ward's mother. His request was re fited by the late Oscar G. Sonneck,I posals. She is perfectly willing that
Capt. Eleazer Crabtree while in the service was obliged to remove his Louise Armst rong. S'ate Junior coun fused.
case of John Perry, who lived on the South Island (Vinalhaven) and
of Schirmer, as co-author, with Car-' the Chinese should disarm.—Springfamily from North Haven. The British took possession of his property sellor, tell about the executive board
Thus, Sallie Ward Davis Smith, at I los Salzedo, to write a Method for field Union.
suffered from British foragers from Castine.
meeting of the National Federation
One day a party of these foragers landed at his place and were helping and he was without habitation or means of support of his family. He which they attended in Washington, the age of 18, was prevented from j the Harp. This work has been gen
leading the life she desired, though ! erally adopted as the text book for '
asked
the
General
Court
to
place
him
in
possession
of
the
farm
of
lchabod
themselves to his corn, thinking probably that one man alone would not
D. C.
I her descendant, Lucile Lawrence, at ! the study of that instrument in the ,
At a luncheon held at the Mayflower | the age of 18, was beginning her harp- United States. It is the basis of the
dare resent their actions (it is said there were fifteen of them), but Perry Jones, a Tory, at Western. Jones owed him five hundred pounds which
Hotel Mrs. Hooverwaspresent
and ; istic career with a tour of 123 con-j four year course in harp for credit in
secured his guns and selecting a favorable spot shot two of the party and was the means of support he then possessed.
'I he demoralizing state of things on the Penobscot was soon to receive opportunity wasgiven for allto meet I certs in Australia and New Zealand. | many high schools and is stated to
then fled into the woods. Thc rest of the party pursued him, but he
her, the members being delighted , It is stated that Lucile Lawrence is have the endorsement of Damrosch,
evaded them by hiding in a hollow tree. He remained in this hiding place a check. The glorious triumph of the American Arms at Yorktown, in with her charming personality and one of the most ardent exponents of Koussevitzky, Stokowski, Toscanini,
ahout forty-eight hours, and when it appeared that his enemies had the capture of the entire British Army under Lord Cornwallis, cheered tht friendly informality. Maine members contemporary harpism, not only from , and other music leaders.
Since 1840 this firm has faithf«’tv 1
With all this accomplishment and
served the families of Knox County
departed, he hurried to the shore, sprang into his dugout and paddled to heart of every patriot and was celebrated by a national Thanksgiving on were particularly impressed with their a virtuoso viewpoint, but also from
visit
to
the
Monastery
Just
outside
the point of view of the instrument. talent at her command, one is sur
December 13.
LADY ATTENDANT
Owl’s Head. From there he went to Boston.
Washington, where they went through
In the fall of 1930 she acquired the prised when meeting Lucile Lawrence
Though hostilities did not cease for more than a year, this may be con the beautifully arranged gardens and
Day Telephone 450-781-1
Perry returned to Vinalhaven shortly afterward. When the British
latest type of harp—both sonorously to find a slender brown haired young
learned of his return, strenuous efforts were made to capture him, but sidered the closing act of the Revolution, and all marauding on the Penob- were able to see also the replica under and architecturally—a Salzedo Model. woman of gentle and unassuming
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j the Monastery of the Catacombs at It is said that this instrument com manner, said to be at all times reticent
without success. Several times he came near falling into the hands of the scot stopped, much to the relief of the harassed inhabitants.
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Replicas are also to be found pares in tone quality with a fine regarding her own achievement.
enemy, hut always managed to escape. Once, while picking up birds that
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I oj various shrines, through the chapel Stradivarius. Its purity of line is in Again the simplicity of the great!
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